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he escaped in the water, which he certainly keeper of course promised compliance, and
Wilmot Spring, Nova Scotia.
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would not have done, if he had remained a the lunatic walked back to the inn where he
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this morning.’ ‘ Indeed,’ said the overSeer,
o from their use;
__ ¿3They appear to ' inn paragraph, which will receive a cordial
‘ l"l'’Wt»nlSofH'Bi Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
‘ Well, well, I think it’s likely ; but don’t ‘ I should like to have a walk after breakfast; resulting
"'•'th end, »,141lSi interest will be charged on all subscriptions which tease me any more. Your brother has mar and perhaps you will go with me.’ The lu furnish what has long beefi a desideratum in response from every sincere Republican,
“ Republicans should stand firm in favor of
worthy andrejremain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No ried a poor girl, one whom I forbid him to natic assented ; and after breakfast, they set the Materia Medica, a specific for the dangerWe are bound to him by the
’^'pape'r discontinued, except at the option of the ’pub marry, and I won’t forgive him if they all out, the overseer leading the way towards the ous and hitherto incurable disease of cancer. Mr. Clay.
Numerous instances have been detailed during strongest ties of gratitude, that cannot be easily
starve together.
istiers, until all arrearages are paid.
Asylum intending to deliver his charge ; but the past season, in the above papers, of spee- j or honorably severed. His name is identified
CASE.
This speech was addressed to a lovely girl it never occurred to him to examine and see
h'-siiaie to gi,e | The publishers
:...... .do not hold themselves responsible for
dy, easy and effectual cures of this afflictive ’ with the great principles of our party, and
ikriy error in any advertisement beyond the amount scarcely eighteen ; beautiful as the lilly that if his order was safe. When they got in sight
hides itself beneath the dark waters. She was of the Asylum, the lunatic exclaimed, ‘ What disease. Should further tests and experi- i with him as our candidate must we defeat thé
lavor oly^harg’ed for its insertion.
parting the silvery locks on her father’s high, a fine house this is !’ ‘ Yes,’ said the overseer, ments confirm the present presumption of ' re-election of Gen. Jackson, or be ourselves
Plaster. By J
handsome forehead, of which her own was a ‘ I should like to see the inside of it.’ ‘So the utility of this spring, it cannot fail to be i defeated. His personal influence in the naAlrs- Stowell has J
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miniature,
and pleading the cause of her delin should I,’observed the lunatic. ‘ Well,’said one of the most interesting and valuable local- i tion is greater than that of any other individeach foot, which J
quent brother, whs had married in opposition the other, ‘ 1 dare say they will let us look ities of Mineral waters known in the world. ! ual, and if he cannot succeed against Gen.
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ia, to wear any other than domestic manufac
" ,pr corns afifriiybak, on the ever green banks of the Tech'e, his own exploits in our revolutionary battles, ced it and gave it to the keeper, saying, ‘ This
unended remedies it ^waiting for the fish to bite, I was startled by filled up a passing hour. He had two children, is the man 1 spoke to you about, you will take appears to be united with the Magnesia. tures. Every importer or consumer of for
From
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measure,
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of
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of
eign goods then was no better than a tory.—
t increases my coiifethe roaring of some animals, in the cane the disobedient son, and beautiful girl before care of him, shave his head and put a straight
Magnesia was obtained. It is expected that Now, how changed. Those were the palmy
jf your Plaster is fclhrake, a short distance below me, apparently spoken of. The fond girl went on pleading : waistcoat upon him.’ The men immediate Dr.
Webster will be able to make a more per days of the Ancient Dominion. The revolu
‘ Dear father, do forgive him ; you don’t ly laid hands upon the poor overseer, who
used by several olFetting? ready for act"lon- These notes of prepfect analysis of the water, by which its prop
auallv pro!
• »ration were quickly succeeded by the sound know what a beautiful girl he has married, vociferated loudly that the other was the mad erties and its efficacy may be more certainly tionary leaven had not yet entirely evapora
ted. Now we are ready to sell our birthright
'p
k. 11 SUCCfi!' iof feet, trampling down the cane, and scatter- and—’
man, and he the keeper ; but as this only
for a mess of pottage, and bow at the footstool
rs, had becomeso(|jng
shells. As soon as I recovered from
‘ I think it’s likely,’ said the old man—‘ but seemed to confirm the story previously told known.
The Eastport Sentinel, from which we of foreign manufacturers : our anger, our
i to he obliged to wiy my surprise, I resolved to take a view of what don’t tease me, and open the door a little, this by the lunatic, it did not at all procure his lib
learn the above facts, states, furthermore, that complaints, our indignation, all, all, are re
e his feet; he hadlJl supposed to be two prairie bulls mixing im- plaguy room smokes so.’
eration. He was taken away and became so
________
_____brethren
_ of the ..................
..
for our
North—the
‘ Well,’ continued Ellen, ‘ won’t you just see very obstreperous, that a straight waistcoat the mud of this spring, is found very effica- served
Jre and inconveoi»IPetuousiy *n hattie, an occurrence so common
cions in the cure of corns !—and that jars of j Yankees—on whom, reluctantly enough, was
irely cured by theajr t^1*s country and season, when, as Thomp- her now, she is so good—and the little boy was speedily put upon him, and his head was it have been sent to Boston, for sale at ^9d. | forced the protecting system, by the South,
looks so innocent.’
shaved secundem artem. Meanwhile the luna
• so that he can no«,*8011 SayS’
11 1.-.
1
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East, and the middle States.
but the shoemaker,
‘ What did you say ? interrupted the father, tic walked deliberately back to the inn, paid each. This is very well,
----- Through all his lusty veins
We will try to procure the file of the En
in whole shoes.-AjL The bull, deep-scorched, thé raging passion
‘ a boy ! have I a grand child ? Why, Ellen, the reckoning, & set out on his journey home not the apothecary, should minister to these
quirer, and if we can find the 4th of July cel
[ woman living nfri
I never knew that before! but I think it’s ward. The good people were of course not a ailments.—Penobscot Journal.
feels.”
ebration referred to, will publish it.
e in consequenceoiffli When I reached the scene of action, how likely. Well, now give me my chocolate, little surprised on finding the wrong man re
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that
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'go up and down?■ great was my astonishment instead of bulls
The revenue of the United States upon im
Ellen left him. The old man’s breast began fit of frenzy had murdered the overseer: and that a most unaccountable excitement, leading
)le, is now using theftbehold ularge black bear reared up on his
to
relent.
they asked him with great trepidation what to acts of violence and the disturbance of ports the present year, will exceed the esti
happy success, andp bind legs, with his fore paws raised aloft, as
‘ Well, he went on, Charles was always a he had done with -------- ? ‘ Done with public worship, has existed in Hudson, in this mates by 8 millions. A good comment this,
?
if to make a plunge. His face was besmeared
State, for some days past. The facts as far
the distresses of the commercial interest,
. ,
with white foam sprinkled with red, which good boy, a little wild or so at college, but I him,’ said the mad man, ‘ Why I left him at as we have learned them are these :—The upon
____ _____
_______
about
which we
have_______
so many ________
Jeremiads in_
several other cases^ dropping from his mouth, rolled down his indulged him : and he was always good to Lancaster Asylum, raving mad ; which indeed
N. JMaffit, of the New-England , the papers. Whilst nearly every article of
nave seen enough «shaggy breast. Frantic from the smarting his old father for ah ; but he disobeyed me by was not very far from the truth, for the wits Rev.^John
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal !
raw as well as manufactured,
le it is the besl of his wounds, he stood gnashing his teeth marrying this poor girl; yet, as my old friend of the poor overseer were well nigh overset Church has been preaching for a few weeks’ consumption,
comes cheaper to the consumer than they
v, or perhaps in any
growling at his enemy. A few paces and fellow soldier, Tom Bonner, used to say, by his unexpected detention and subsequent in that city ; an awakening has followed his were ever known before our manufacturing
corns and were ilMn
rear was ^ie cane brake from which he we must forget and forgive. Poor Tom ! I treatment; further inquiry was forthwith labors, and the number of hopeful conversions, system was established, it is idle to talk of the
...» T\1,>„ki
bad issued. On thebank of snow white would give all the old shoes I have got, to made, and it was ascertained that the man week before last, were estimated at about ruinous effects of the tariff system. Look at
’ . .
shells, spotted with blood in battle array, know what ever became of him. If I could was actually in the Asylum.—A magistrate’s thirty. Matters proceeded on quietly till
prosperous condition of the community.
e aihcle last CTW|lstOod bruin’s foe, in shape an alligator, fifteen find him or one of his children, heaven grant order was procured for his liberation ; and Wednesday evening of last week, when a the
Every class of the population is profitably
?mand.
i feet long. He looked as if he had just been they are not suffering ! This plaguy smoky he returned home with a handkerchief tied large mob surrounded the Church with inten employed, and every species of property is in
SETH STOWELL dipped in the Teche, and had emerged like room, how my eyes water! If I did but know round bis head in lieu of the covering which tions evidently hostile to the Rev. Mr. Maffit. demand, especially ships. The excess of ac
roll house, South M Achilles, from the Styx, with an invulnerable who this girl was, that my Charles has mar nature had bestowed upon him.
—His friends, we understand, saved him from tual revenue overestimate is the best index
ycoat of mail. He was standing on tiptoe, his ried^: but I have never inquired her name ; I’ll
find out, and—’
Toast and Water.—An infusion of toast violence with much personal hazard. The of the commercial prosperity of the people.
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‘ Then you will forgive him ?’ said Ellen, ed bread in water is one of the most salutary next day the city was in much commotion,
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the
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j jaws, two large tusks, and rows of teeth. His
Opinions abroad.—Our neighbors ofthe Ar
‘ I think it’s likely,’ said the old man.
tudinary. Dr. Hancock gave his experience they should not be able to protect the Rev.
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Ellen
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a
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in its favor as follows : He cut a large thin gentlemen from harm. He however, perse gus, who are always so valiant whenever a
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of bread, toasted it carefully Vad tbor, . s gather force. His big eyes startling from his about two years old. His curly hair and rosy slice
oughly without burning ; put it, hot from the i
^y thousands, the forward and vindicate Mr. McIntire, whom a
its peculiar to Hie I®
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commonity, battletering hissing cries, then roaring like a bull,
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attention to the extract which we parade for
‘ That, that is Charles’ boy,’ said Ellen, it was as hot as tea is usually drunk. He
tic Pills, originaM when I stole upon them, the first round bo
asperated and passion tossed multitude.
their especial rebuke :
unded by Dr. REIP ingover. They remained in the attitude de- throwing one of her arms round her father’s found that five or six cups of this water, with
We
learn,
however,
that
the
tumult
has
Portland Advertiser.
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,i;u4'seribed about a minute, swelling themselves neck, while with the other she placed the or without sugar, were more refreshing, and subsided. It is a fact highly honorable to that
“ Rufus McIntire, of Maine, was originally
»lo(>d Irom those»
jar^e ag pOssibje, but marking the slightest child on his knee^ The child looked tender sooner took off any fatigue or uneasiness,
that the Mayor, Recorder, and other dis anti-Jackson, but 1 believe his political bias
than any strong wine, strong ale, small beer, city,
stitution, »or ™j motions with attention and great caution, as ly upon his face and lisped out,
‘ Grand pa, what makes you cry so ?’
warmed coffee or tea, (for he had tiled them tinguished individuals exerted themselves to has changed. He is a man of very moderate
al specific ; they nql ¡f each felt confident he had his match. I
the extent of their power in restoring order. endowments. Nature seems to have exhaust
The old man clasped the child to his bos all,) or any other liquor that he knew of.
•eform the irreguhnj prudently kept in the back ground, preservBadger's Weekly Messenger.
ed herself in building up his physical fabric,
jiferous system, aiiH ing the strictest neutrality between the belli- om, and kissed him again and again. After
his emotion had a little subsided, he bade the
which as much exceeds the ordinary standard
Teazles,
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Sunday-School
Jubilee.
—
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habits. the prop*! gerents.
child tell his name.
of broadcloth, are easily raised on poor land. ult.—a day of cloudless beauty and sereni as his mental structure falls within it.”
mperior excellencef!
Bruin though evidently baffled, had a firm
‘ Thomas Bonner Wheatly,’ said the boy, The first summer they are to be planted in
ty-thirteen thousand children belonging to
j
look, which shewed he had not lost confiNot so Bad.—Col. Davy Crocket, who de
hills or rows, transplanted like cabbages, and the Sunday Schools in N. York, attended by
nt P
.. P . ( dence in himself. If the difficulty of the un- I am named after grand pa.’
‘
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I
hear
?
’
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the
old
man
—
nounced Jackson as having turned “Van Bu
then
covered
up
warm,
over
winter.
Next
most decisive r I ¿erta^jng ^a(j once deceived him he waspreabout
three
thousand
teachers,
were
seen,
be

‘ Thomas Bonner your grand father ?’
ren man”—received, notwithstanding this de
season they bear a full crop.
1 patients. He tiiu patqng to go it again. Accordingly, lettween the hours of 12 and 1, standing in front nunciation, and his opposition to the Hero,
‘ Yes,’bsped the boy, 4 and he lives with
of the City Hall in the Park. The crowd | seven thousand nine hundred and forty-eight
r the public, that wbe\ ting- himself down upon all fours, he ran ma, at----- ’
A milk diet is recommended for persons
J furiously at the alligator. The alligator was
‘ Get me my cane,’ said the old man, ‘ and who have a predisposition to intemperance : was dense and heavy around them. Parents , yoteSi at the lateeleetion in Tennessee.'There
"g
ready for him, and throwing his head and come Ellen ; be quick child.’
meats, which overload the stomach and seem and philanthropists pressed upon the ranks of were 16,482 votes polled in the district; and
LS FOR
j body partly around to avoid the onset, met
They started off at a quick pace which to require some stimulant to bear them off, bright-eyed, joyful children. But it was not his opponent, with the whole Jackson influ
until the Jubilee Hymn rose soft and clear on
bruin half way, with a blow of his tail, that
iialOt rolled him on the shells. Old bruin Was not soon brought them to the poor though being supposed the cause of drinking in many the balmy air, that the moral grandeur of the ence to back him, only received a' majority
of 586 votes. Such a vote, under the circumneat lodgings of his son. There he beheld cases. In countries where milk is the chief
ig
jte creditable to Col. Crocket
to be put off by one hint, three times in rapid his friend, Thomas Bonner, seated in one cor diet, there is no intemperance. The Arabs, scene was fully developed Thousands of sla
succession he rushed at the alligator, and was ner, weaving baskets, while his swathed proverbially unprincipled, who subsist on eh.ld.hke voices, sustained by a strong choir | aud is a aig^that the people ofTenDessee are
> according to
£ understaa'd the true worth of Gen.
g them, they «¡«¡i as often repulsed in the same manner, being limbs showed how unable he was to- perform milk, cheese, &c. are temperate. Is it not of singers on the steps of the Hall, murmured ; h in,
?d healthy babilM’j knocked back by each blow just far enough the necessary task. His lovely daughter, the better to be called a milk-sop than a drunk in waves of sacred song the full burden of , jackSOn
their
gratitude
and
their
praise.
to give the alligator time to recover the swing wife of Charles, was preparing the frugal ard ?
countenance
We were gazing long and earnestly from a
of his tail before he returned. The tail of meal, and Charles was out seeking employ
good spirits.
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____ ________
We are told by the Alexandria Gazette,
window that overlooked the vast
multitude.
the alligator sounded like a flail against the ment to support his needy family.
From
a
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to
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Friend.
—
“
Friend
The
song ended. The joyful ranks of grate- that a public interview of rather a pungent
a approved genfR coat of hair on bruin’s head and shoulders,
‘ It’s all my fault,’ sobbed the old man, as John, I desire thee to be so kind as to go to ful children in long lines defiled through the nature ^took place between Judge^ Smith, of
tractions, dtbililji t but he bore it without flinching, still pushing
he embraced his friend, who was petrified one of those sinful men in the flesh, called an
and
city to their homes—but still that murmur of South Carolina,
w
£‘ J General
‘‘
‘ Duff Green, in
'ckness^iddM on to come to close holts with his scaly foe. with amazement.
Attorney, and let him.take out an instrument, praise seemed to linger in the air like the Washington, on Monday last week. The ac
He
made
his
fourth
charge
with
a
degree
of
‘ Come,’ said Mr. Wheatly, ‘ come all of
t, bad digestion,» \
i, baa aib
’
dexterity, which those who have never seen you home with me, we will all live together, with a seal fixed thereunto, by means where sound of unnumbered honey-bees in a garden counts state that Judge Smith was in no wise
backward in expressing his candid opinions.
he stomach,
thjs cjuraSy animal exercising would suppose there is plenty of room in my house for us of we may seize the outward tabernacle of of flowers.—ib.
George Green, and bring him before the
[It appears that Green had stated in his
little motion,«¡R
incapable of. This time he got so close all.’
lambskin men at Westminster, and teach him
consequences,
to the alligator before his tail struck him, that
The following members of the last Con Telegraph that Smith’s family had refused to
By this time Charles had come. He asked to do as he would be done by, and so I rest
dislike for exercise« the blow came with half its usual effect^ The
gress died since their election :—Messrs. M’- associate with the family of Eaton.—Smith
his father’s forgiveness, which was freely thy friend in the light—A. B.”
alligator was upset by the charge, and before given, and Ellen, was almost wild with joy.
Lean of Ohio, Noble of Indiana, and Adams requested him to retract the assertion. Green
he could recover his feet, bruin grasped him
of Mississippi—Senators. Messrs. Powers of promised to do it, provided Smith would say
‘ Oh, how happy we shall be !’ she exclaim
till find lhe Pills*
li Pa, (said a little boy to his sapient dad,) N. York, Smyth of Virginia, Mallary of Ver that it was untrue. This Smith could not do ;
round the body below the fore legs, and hold ed, ‘ and father you will love our little Thom
what do they mean by Grand Pas de Deux in
uses of pregnantj,; ing him down on his back, seized one of his
as so, and he’ll be your pet, won’t he father .? the play bills ?” “ Why, you see? my son, re mont, Miller and Ramsay of Pennsylvania, and therefore Duff* very properly refused to
fore legs, in his mouth. The alligator was
iktn ; neither
‘ Ay,’ said the old man, ‘ I think it’s very plied the senior, (determined not to confess Shields of Ohio, and Pettis of Missouri—Rep take back. This is another side of the story.]
Dover Enq.
resentatives. Messrs. Ramsay, Mallary and
of hectic «»■ now in a desperate situation, notwithstanding likely.’-— Gem.
his ignorance, and at the same time to make Pettis were members of the next Congress.
his coat of mail, which is softer on his belly
a display of his familiarity with the French
, or women »>« than his back from which
The Russian Mission.—It has been estima
A LUNATIC’S CUNNING.
language,) deuks in French is the same as
“ The darted steel with idle shivers flies.”
Mr. Jonas Aby, of Frederick county (Va.) ted, that the Mission of Hon. John Randolph
A
very
laughable
incident
occurred
at
the
deuce
in
English,
and
means
two
;
so
you
see,
rfc or W™.
As a Kentuck would say, ‘ he was getting Lunatic Asylum at Lancaster, a short time the interpretation of the phrase is two grand has invented^ machine for cutting out boots. ofRoanoke has cost the public Treasury only
of this W '
used
up fast.’ Here if I dared to speak, and ago. A parish officer from the neighborhood pas—being the name of a dance invented by It is so constructed that from one to twenty a little more than 2,800 dollars per day, or 116
orate, nod K,i"
had supposed he could understand English, of Middleton took a lunatic to the Asylum, Monsieur and Madame what-ye-call-em, in pair may be cut at the same stroke of the dollars an hour, or not quite, two dollars for
Price $1,50«"”*
I should have uttered the encouraging exhor pursuant to an order signed by two magistrates. honor of each of their grand fathers, who knife, and the principles upon which it is every minute of his residence, sleeping or wa
ne unless sig«^’ tation of the poet:
As the man was respectably connected, a gig were, no doubt, the greatest dancers in the based are so correct, that any person unac king, at the Russian court! So much for
quainted with the business can with the aid of Jackson Retrenchment!—Boston Patriot
npperbyih”*
v“ Now gallant knight, now hold thy own,
was hired for the purpose, and he was per United States.—Norfolk Herald.
this machine, cut out a pair of boots as cor
No maiden’s arms are round thee thrown.”
suaded that it was merely an excursion of
immediate »«*
Lot’s Wife. Professor J^aubeny, in his rectly as the most experienced workman.
The alligator attempted in vain to bite, pres- pleasure on which he was going. In the
In a sterile part of New-Hampshire, a town
T. CoN»i’;,'i
work on volcanoes, supposes that volcanic
. « Conway M*. ised down as he was he could not open his course of his journey, however, something
In making new noses for those who by with 1400 inhabitants, 50 miles N. W. of
■mouth, the upper jaw of which only moves, occurred to arouse the suspicions of the luna agency was the physical instrument em
Boston, has manufactured into starch, for the
om,No.99-’,,('j and his neck so stiff he could not turn his tic with respect to his real destination ; but he ployed by the Almighty to destroy the five disease or accident have lost their face han
use of domestic manufacturers, 45,000 bush
dles,
Mr.
Liston,
of
Edinburgh,
instead
of
cities
of
the
plain
;
that
the
Salt,
or
Dead
Sea,
Store, c»’"« ( head short round. The amphibious beast said nothing on the subject and made no re
els of potatoes, which at 20c. amounts to
5,nearCon«rt» fetched a scream in despair, but being a war sistance, and seemed to enjoy bis jaunt.— arose either from the subsidence of the plain, taking the columna or septum from the fore
$9000. So much for the American system.
rior ‘ by flood and by field,’ he was not yet When he arrived at Lancaster it was too late or from the damming of the Jordan by a cur head, takes it a period subsequent to the first
isspeci’l ’PPW i
operation,
from
the
upper
lip,
a
practice
gen

^entirely overcome. Wreathing his tail in ag to proceed to the Asylum, and they took up rent of lava ; that the showers of fire and
erally approved by surgeons. Several pa
¿LIE,
The Globe and other Jackson papers are
ootto th»“** ony, he happened to strike it against asmall their quarters for the night at an inn. Very brimstone were occasioned by the fall of vol tients have lately been discharged from the
rubbing their hands and felicitating them
nree that stood next the bayon, aided by this early in the morning the lunatic got up and canic ejections ; and (agreeing in this with
purchase he made a convulsive flounder, searched the pockets of the officer, where he Mr. Henderson, the celebrated missionary Edinburgh Infirmary with new noses, and selves on the result of the Pennsylvania elec
tion. Distracted, and almost hopeless from
which precipitated himself and bruin, locked found the magistrates order for his own de traveller in Iceland,) that Lot’s wife, linger others with repairs.
those distractions, as the opposition to the
tention, which of course let him completely ing behind her friends, may have been first
together, into the river.
We may form some idea of that system of General Administration unfortunately is, yet
The bank from which they fell was four into the seeret. With that cunning which suffocated, and then in crusted with saline and terror
DOÍÍCt1
which prevails in Portugal under the we do not hesitate to express the opinion, that
feet high, and the water below seven feet madmen not unfrequently display, he made other volcanic materials.
hereby
sway of her present ruler, from the following three-fourths of the voters of Pennsylvania
deep. The tranquil stream received the the best of his way to the Asylum, saw one of
A Hint to Anglers. A paper states, that a list of her unhappy victims, which we extract wish General Jackson to retire ; and if the
^combatants with a loud splash, then closed the keepers, told him he had got a mad fel
chosen members of Assembly were to be
over them in silence. A volley of ascending low down at Lancaster whom he should person at Endfield, crossing a pond, being from the London Courier :—
26,370 polled to-morrow, and express their sincere
In the different prisons,
bubbles announced their arrival at the bottom, bring up in the course of the day, adding, thirsty and perceiving a hole cut in the ice,
1,600 opinions, we have little doubt two-thirds
Transported from the country,
where the battle ended. Presently bruin ‘ He’s a queer fellow, and has got very odd stooped down to drink : being possessed of a
13,700 would say—“ To the Hermitage and peace
Voluntary exiles,
rose again, scrambled up the bank, cast a ways. For instance I should not wonder if very long red nose, a fish, supposing that he
be with him !” But who to unite upon as his
Concealed, or wandering in the
■eoaunyt°oroney hasty glance back at the river, and made off, he should say I was the madman, and that had some bait, made a bold snap at it, when
5,000 successor—-the relies his strength, and there
country,
dripping, to the cane brake. I never saw the he was bringing me ; but you must take care the man threw back his head and drew out a
37 our weakness.—Village Record.
Executed,
alligator afterwards, to know him, no doubt of him, and not believe a word he says.’ The trout weighing 31 lbs, 4 oz.
’'"d tough,
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fend the city for a week at least. The result houses are, and it is stated above 100 of those ’ transactions, the facts Were communicated by |
Revolutionary Soldiers.—I
has proved that this was a mistaken calcula valuable buildings have been consumed ; the ! the Governor to Mr. Livingston, the Secretary
losses ' of
United
States, with
meeting in
tion. The Polish Generals have, therefore, property destroyed is immense. The
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FOUR DAYS LATER from EUROPE. signed a capitulation, in order to avert a still caused by the late nflagration of Pera have I i-oAnoct
request tLot
that the proper measures might u..
be I* nd tfce acc
eB)ark
mount to about £6,000,
£6,000,adopted
by
the
General
Government
to
pro-I
~
J
,
‘
n
«e(M
The packet-ship New-York, from Liverpool, greater misfortune from the inhabitants, who been ascertained to amount
'
'
.
.i
• release
i
. .
1
i| onrrn
:rviir»fxr
PatinM
whink
_
cure
the
ofz» our citizens
and- to proan£e ICounty
Patriot,
which are
inseifd
000 sterling.
brings dates from that city to the 1st Oct. and have already suffered so much.
tect
our
territory
from
invasion.
i
below,
will
be
read
with
pleasure
by
thesur
I
In
Warsaw
itself
a
gloomy
tranquillity
pre

Sumatra.
—
Extract
of
a
private
letter,
dated
from London to the evening of the 29th Sept.
vails. The post with foreign countries was Padang, May 5 :—The Dutch affairs in Su
To this application an answer was duly I viving patriots of the revolution. We •
It will be seen by the following extracts from
not re-established, because the communica matra are in a dreadful state. The natives received from Mr. Livingston, under date of' g]ad to perCeive that this meritorious pij
London papers, that the brave Poles may yet tion was not fully secured.
einon, ana
;n
j
are rising in rebellion,
and anacKing
attacking tnem
them in 1| st °f October last, stating the extreme de- , f - P1ti7pnss
Natal, Tappanulv
and Aver- I sire tlie Executive of the United States to > ol our Citlzens are alive m regard to tjJ
survive the loss of Warsaw.
According to private accounts, the loss on every quarter. T*
"" | p
,
y,
n
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yer>
,
cQnform
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scmpu]ous
good
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to
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aims
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nation
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LONDON, sept. 28.
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‘ We earnestly
both sides was much greater than the state burgis have been successively burnt,
ments
hitherto
received
make
it
;
30,000
kill

Yesterday we received Hamburg papers
small vessel dare go to the northward for fear rangement made with the Minister of Great1 that some provision for the payment of th!
and letters to the 24th. From their contents ed and wounded are spoken of, one third of of being taken ; and if we had not lately had Britain, for preserving the state of things as it' just debt due from our country to thosPw l
whom
are
Poles.
The
motions
and
inten

, ,. , r . . ,
_
it is evident that Paskewitch was deceived
a reinforcement of troops, Padang would not then existed on both sides, until a final dispo-: z. , „
sition could be made of the question, and it i ^ou»bt an^
^or lts independence, willbet
when he sard “ the Polish army and nation tions of the Polish army are still involved in be very safe at present.”
was d istinctly understood that no exertion of1 made during the next session of Congress. !
have submitted to their lawful sovereign.” obscurity, and the violent party seem not to
This assertion is now proved to be an empty have renounced all hope.
GREECE.—Extract of a letter to the ed the State authority, in the parts of the disputed MEETING
The total amount of the Polish corps is sta itors of the Norfqlk Beacon, dated “Entrance territory which were actually held by the
boast. The Government, the representatives
We publish with great satisfaction thepd
of the people, and all the authorities have ted to be 60,000- men, who think themselves of the Archipelago, August 20,1831.” About British, should interfere with this arrange
ceedings of the meeting of soldiers of the red
evacuated Warsaw with ^the array, and the able to resist the Russians, especially if the two weeks since, the Hydriots under Miaulis, ment.”
It further appears by the documents com olution, held at this place on the 17th 0«'
Poles appear determined on making a des latter should be obliged to leave a garrison of rose in opposition to the President, went over
The meeting was one of the most interestid
perate resistance. These important facts are 20,000 or 30,000 men in Warsaw. It would to
tu Poros,
uius, where
wtiere the
iiie vjrrceK
Greek vessels ray,
lay, auu
and municated, that although the proceedings of we ever beheld. There were about seventy!
announced in an eloquent and patriotic proc be most disastrous for Poland if the contest took possession of them ; the Russian squad- the inhabitants of Madawaska were supposed
lamation, published by Gen. Roziski, of should be renewed, as without foreign aid, ron lying there made some opposition, but ito bea violation of that agreement, yet prompt grey-headed patriots assembled from varioiil
which we subjoin a translation. We hope which would lead to a general war, a success the reply of Miaulis was, “they belong to! measures were adopted by the President, parts of the county ; a few yet enjoying J
government and not to the President, there- j through the interposition of the Representa- blessings of health, and exhibiting, for their!
this, gallant people will yet be saved from de ful result could hardly be thought of.
Hamburg correspondent.
struction by the interference of those Powers
fore I shall take charge of them,” which he j bve
the British Government at Washing- advanced years, sprightliness and activity
whose interest it is, as it must be their wish,
polish frontiers, sept. 17.
did. An armistice was entered into for three ton, to procure the release of the persons who -Most of them, however, were feeble and ¿1
crepid—the mere wreck of that gallant band I
According to all accounts, the Polish troops days, or until they could hear from Capo d’- Uad^taken part in these transactions.
to support them against the overwhelming
We have caused an examination Cc
to be which, in the stirring scenes of the revolution’
that left Warsaw, have taken up a hostile po Istrias. Before the expiration of that time
power of Russia.
..- .. njade
. arrangements for
~ taking the
•
PROCL AM ATI ON.
sition in the neighborhood of Modlin, and r
Miaulis
made, but no copy of the arrangement can be with a heroism and devotion never surpassed'!
The appearance of a newspaper, vessels to Hydra, which the Russians, of found among the archives of the State. And and through dangers, toilsand suffering, sel'l
HEAD QUARTERS AT KANOW, SEPTEMBER 12. Zacrozyn.
dom if ever equalled, established the nJ
.... opposed.
t i.__ The
______
, _________
“ Poles 1—Four days ago a most sanguin “ The National Gazette,” is attributed to some course
old____
Greek
immediately though allusion is made to such an arrange
ary and obstinately contested battle was of the members of the Diet, who have accom- ! blew.the Hellas up—the ,ex»lasi^-n was terri- ment in the correspondence between Mr. liberties of their country.
Forty-eight years have elapsed since the
’ ’ many *'
-'seriously Clay, former Secretary of State of the United
fought under the walls of our capital. Before panied the array. The first number, which ble,
bouses arid’ Vess«. ~
the eyes of your wives, sisters and mothers, has just appeared, contains a proclamation ad injured. A fine brig that he had manned, States and the late Governor Lincoln, it was close of the revolutionary conflict, andwj
under the view of the whole city of Warsaw, dressed to the Polish Nation, calling upon all was attacked by a Russian one of equal force, at that time asserted to have been violated by find ourselves a prosperous and wealthy nJ
We are abundantly able todoyM‘ceJ
the Polish troops have slain more than 20,000 capable of bearing arms to continue the strug the Czar fell before the stripes of the Grecian ' the British authorities, and we are satisfied tion.
those who dared all and sacrificed all in J
of the enemy, and the entrenchments which gle. From Augustowo we learn that some Patriot : A few hours after the affair, news that in numerous instances, it has been to
chieving, through the privations of a seven
were formed by the labor of your fellow citi days ago a small detachment of Polish insur arrived that the President had sent a number tally disregarded by them.
In order to show the views of the General years’ war, the independence ofthe#country,
zens have now become the grave of the in gents arrived there. The Russian garrison at of French and English to take the insurgents,
vaders. To save the town from destruction, Augustowo retreated on the first appearance as he was pleased to call them, but they were Government with regard to the measures to Public sentiment will not be satisfied until I
to weaken the force of the enemy, our troops of the insurgents, whose force had been great snug on their iron bound and patriotic island. be adopted by this State, which are now the the government shall exhibit some substantial
have evacuated the capital. The ammunition, ly exaggerated ; but they soon returned, drove Russian gold and Russian cannon alone keep subject of our consideration, we refer to the proofs of gratitude and justice to all the sur
cannon and all implements of defence, the the insurgents out, of whom many were tak the President in his chair ; he is in character following extracts from Mr. Livingston’s let viving soldiers of the revolutionary anm,
We are in the possession of an overflowin'«>
Government, the Deputies, all the Magistrates, en and punished with death.
a perfect despot, and is President, Senate and ter before referred to.
“ The President desires me to reiterate to treasury, with but a small debt rapidly dimin
Prussian State Gazette.
have withdrawn with the Commander in
Judge. The Islands generally are in a state
you his anxious desire that you would use ishing-, and are already indulging in specula-1
Chief and the army to Modlin. Gen. KrukThe Reform Bill.—A Liverpool paper, of of revolt.
your authority and influence to prevent any tions as to the disposition of the surplus funds |
ewiecki is no longer President of the Govern Oct. 1, says : “ The grand struggle which is
of the nation. In what better way can they
ment.
to decide the late of the reform bill takes
From Sicily.—We learn by the Francia, further collision with the British authorities, be appropriated than in discharging that ini',
“ In consequence of an armistice, hostilities place in the House of Lords on Monday next from Messina, that an unsuccessful attempt in the firm persuasion that the wisdom of
are for a moment suspended ; but, my coun (October3) and that “ thrill of agony intense,” to create a revolution in Sicily was made on Congress will direct such ultimate measures, mense debt which, to our discredit, we have'
trymen, let not that moment be for you a pe which must always be felt “ when great events the night of 1st Sept, at Palermo. An organ- as will bring the controversy to a close, con so long owed to the soldiers of the revolution?
riod of repose which might divert you from are on the eve,” now pervades the public i ized body of two thousand conspirators had sistent with the interest and dignity of the All of them are advanced in years—mo?tof |
the great object of the deliverance of your na breast to the exclusion of every other feeling. I formed in the suburbs, and agreed to enter United States, and particularly of the States them feeble—and some needy and dependent.
tive land ; employ it rather to double your The London Courier intimates, the opinion j the city at a given hour in divisions of 500, at interested in the question. He receives the For our prosperity, our liberties and ourglory!
strength, in new efforts to establish the exis that the reform bill will pass the House of i the four different gates. But by some mis- strongest assurances from the Representative we are indebted to their constancy and valor,
To us, in the prime of life, they devoted their
tence and independence of Poland.
r>---- is gathering
:-----strength.
-—
i5‘~ —
Peers
Bets
to this ef j take, or accidental circumstance, the instant of the British Government, that no innovation
“ Is Warsaw for us all our country ? Do fect are offered, at odds of two or three to that one of the divisions had effected an en will be countenanced on the part of its pro physical and mental energies : let us unite in
its walls and its inhabitants within so narrow j ope> The same paper adds that it is ear trance, the alarm bells were rung, the troops vincial functionaries ; and on our part, good smoothing the rugged path to their feeble
a circuit form the limits of the nation ? After I —
-i said, that if, contrary to expectation, were immediately in motion, and most of the faith as well as the protection of the frontier, and tottering steps—let their evening be as
nestly
so many great sacrifices, after so many dearly ! the bill does not pass the Peers, Parliament conspirators who entered were killed or made from unauthorized mutual inroads, require tranquil and happy, as their morn was useful
and glorious.
achieved victories, which justly astonished the I will be immediately prorogued.
prisoners. Their companions on hearing the the same course of conduct.”
We were happy to witness the attention
world, shall our high thoughts, our feelings,
In a previous letter to the Governor, dated paid
alarm, did not attempt to enter the gates, but
to the old veterans, by the younger part
FRANCE.
our hopes,—shall all these be at the last mo
dispersed in the neighborhood. It was appre Oct. 5th, Mr. Livingston observes,
LONDON, SEPT. 27.
ment of expectation dissipated, as if the wat
“ The President directs me to say that he of our citizens. As they approached the vil
hended that further, and more formidable at
The Paris express in our papers of yester tempts would be made to effect a change in relies on your Excellency’s prudence to avoid lage, in the morning, cannon were fired, anil
ers of the Warthe, the Vistula, the Duiper
the Bug, and the Dwina, did not present to us day communicated the termination of the the government—as much disquietude ex- any unnecessary exertion of authority over the American flag displayed from the liberty
the inheritance of our fathers, which again I debates
Minis-11 isted throughout the Island. We have re- the contested ground, and to repress as far as pole erected on the 4th of July. Thirteen
,p,, on 1the
1 tconduct
.1 •of the French
iri
on their external policy ’last-1 ceived pa|^.m0 papers containing an official lies in your power, all such acts as may en guns were fired, at different intervals, durin» .
reconquered, we will convey to our children ? try- The
rr" debate
1
the day.
Who then would treacherously violate the sa- ed
three
days ; that
on home
affairs
was
fin- .I account of this
occurrence.—N. Y.
Mer.• Adv. danger the quiet of the bordering territory.”
• 1
j
•
mi
i.
i
|
i
tlllo ULLUIiCIlLU«'
JL • tlTJLCl
____
cred oath we have sworn, to shed the last ished m
in one. 1 he result has been the ap-i
REVOLUTIONARY MEETING.
“ Congress will meet in the course of a few
1-the
2-_ defence off thej last
foot proval by the Chamber of Deputies of the sys-|
... Mansfield, of LJ
At a meeting of the officers, non-commis
drop of blood in
1
From Russia.—Capt.
brig weeks, and it will be a source of deep regret
of our native land? No ! The Pole is too tern of policy followed by M. Cassimir Perier! Statesman,
if the moderation and forbearance, which sioned officers and soldiers of the revolution,
proud to fail in a pledge given in the face of j anff his colleagues, both in foreign and domes-! neWs of the fall of Warsaw bad reached St. have hitherto characterised the people of convened at the village of Goshen, in the
affairs. This decision,
J
""
l"“1 is regarded
J J Petersburg, and caused great rejoicing, illu- Maine, should cease to guide them, when its county of Orange, agreeably to previous no
the whole world, or to look forward
tor ward with aalI tic
uu anairs.
which
doubt of victory while he is still able to lift an as at once a security for the stability of the j ruinations,
urinations, &c.
&c.
further continuance for so short a period is of tice, on the 17th of October, 1831, Doct. Seth
Capron was called to the chair, and S. J. [
arm. He who can value liberty, who calls ! present French Ministry, and for the maintensuch consequence to the nation.”
himself freeman, will also know how to break ance of peace, has given great satisfaction to
N.
E.
BOUNDARY
After a full consideration of all the facts and Wilkin, of Goshen, was requested toactasi
the fetters attempted to be imposed upon the moderate party in Paris. With the ex
circumstances within our knowledge in rela secretary.
ception of this important intelligence, there is
The meeting was opened and its objects k
him.
Ojir
Border
Troubles.
tion to the subject submitted to us, we are of
Poles ! Yet one moment more of endu nothing in the journals of Saturday which de
We publish below the result of the delibera opinion that every proper and constitutional explained by the chairman. He stated that
rance and resignation, and the end of the serves particular notice.
tions of the Governor and Council at their late measure at present in the power of the exec there were many of the soldiers of thereto-!
glorious contest, whose result will be the res
meeting in relation to this interesting subject.— utive of this State, to procure the release of our lution unprovided for by the existing laws-1
BELGIUM.
that pensions were now granted to such only I
toration of our freedom, independence, and
LONDON, SEPT. 29.
Mr. Smith, member of the Council from Kenne citizens confined at Fredericton, has been
rights, is at hand. The scale of victory must
Last night we received by the steamboat bec, was appointed an agent to proceed to Fred- adopted. And if the committee have for as had served for a specified time in the regu-1
preponderate in favor of the zeal aixl resolu from Ostend, Brussels papers of yesterday’s j
borne to recommend more efficacious means lar army—that there were many yet alive
tion of our soldiers, and the sacrifices of our date and letters of Tuesday. Leopold I. is ; ericton and inquire into the condition of the pris- for their immediate release, it is because they who had rendered great service to theircoun-i
History
gives> no example
citizens. -F"'
_ f
. ' Jofa uni-| ^^
' ’ “j‘^^J^YhrongVparrof
a tour through part of his^dominions^
his dominions, i: oners’and* rant them and their fatailies such believe the State is not in possession of the try in the trying scenes of the revolution, as
ted nation, striving tn
to obtain
object, His Majesty,
Ahta,n one
nno great
(n-nttf nh.nnt
Majestyjitt appearSj
appears, is every
every where
where rere- j, pecuniary assistance as they may need.—Further constitutional power to exert them without the militiamen and in the state levies, who had .
being deceived in its hopes. Did not our en . ceived with demonstrations of attachment, than this, they concluded the State authorities concurrence of the General Governmeut.
never received any compensation for those I
emies nineteen years ago, lose their capital, i¡A strong apprehension seems to prevail of; had no constitutional power to proceed, except
Believing that Congress, which is soon to services. He stated that a bill, recognizing
and notwithstanding was not their nationality ! another Dutch invasion, as the protocols, now
meet, will adopt the necessary measures to the claims of the militia and levieson the jus
• ...............................
and independence secured ? Never let us for- ji it is said 44 in number, have not settled the to order the militia to hold themselves in readi bring this controversy to a close, consistently tice of the country, bad passed the bouse of'
ness
in
case
the
President
should
want
them.
get that we owe every thing to our country, ' question in dispute, in a way satisfactory to
with justice, the peace of the nation, and the representatives with great unanimity, at the ■
our common mother. Her existence is both parties. In the mean time the Belgians,
. Portland Courier.
constitutional rights of the State, which we last session of congress ; but that owing to |
ours ; we wear her chains. Then let us[1 we are told, have obtained an addition to their
STATE OF MAINE.
believe will never be voluntarily surrendered, the want of time for discussion it was defeat
once more renew in our hearts the already I’ military force, in consequence of the deserIn Council, November 7, 1831.
and from a desire to conform to the wishes of ed by a tie vote in the senate. That the ap
sworn oath, that we do resolve to be a free ,1 tion of «ox«,,*«
« «<.«0,
„ „d uum
the General Government, we do not deem it plication would be renewed to the next con-!
German and
other foreigners
from wthe
Present the GOVERNOR,
people ; that we will not lay down the sword !
army.'r. “1' Of
expedient at this time to recommend meas gress with hopes of success.
Messrs. Lane,
\
Cobb,
Of the
the 'ckmis^ôrdereï'tVbe
camps ordered to be
After some conversation on the subject,
of our fathers until we recover liberty & inde-; formed? that of Diest, which the Minister of
Howard,
\
Smith,
ures which might lead to collision with the
and the names of the persons present had
Prince,
'
Johnson.
pendence. Henceforth let our motto be ! war }3as been inspecting, is the most forward.
British authorities.
“ Death or victory .
And when we shall, Fortifications are being constructed in differBut from the exposed situation of our fron been taken down by the secretary, the follow- ,
The
1 he Committee of the whole Council, to
stand, in o^ler of battle, we will meet the , ent
arts# These
ent p
parts.
These warlike
warlike preparations
preparations must,
must. which was referred the subject of the recent tier settlements, and the dangers to which ing resolution was offered and unanimously
enemy with the cry-“ Live the coimtry ! ’ however, be regarded as merely precautionary^ transactions at Madawasca, ask leave to re they are subjected by encroachments from adopted :
Resolved, That we concur in the applica
and thus will we conquer, ROZISKI.
for cannot be supposed that the conference port : That, in common with their fellow cit the neighboring Province, we recommend
Some of the German papers still flatter will permit peace to be violated, though the izens, they view with feelings of just indigna that the Governor be advised to issue a Gen tion to be made to the Congress of the United I
themselves that the cause of Poland is not ‘ armistice should expire before a final settle- tion, the unwarrantable and oppressive acts eral Order, requiring the Militia of the State States for the passage of a law granting pen
lost. According to one of these, “ the taking I ment of the questions of boundary and debt of the authorities of the British Province of to hold themselves in readiness to meet such sions, on just and equitable principles, to such
of Warsaw by the Russians was only the resultj! be
’ obtained.
’ ’ ’ Thursday was the anniversary New-Brunswick, in invading the territory of requisitions as the President may deem officers, non-commissioned officers and sol- I
of a plan conceived by the Poles, who wished of the Belgic revolution, but its recurrence this State with a military force, and arresting necessary, to protect their territory from in dies of the revolution, as are unprovided for
by the existing laws.
by this means to weaken the Russian army did not produce any of that alarm and agita a number of our peaceable citizens, compel- vasion and our citizens from capture.
SETH CAPRON, Chairman. |
by at least 20,000 men, the number necessary tion which was experienced in Paris on the ing others to conceal themselves in the wil
ISAAC LANE, Per Order.
S. J. WILKIN, Sec’y.
to occupy Warsaw, and to leave to it also the return of the three days in July.
In Council, November 7, 1831.
derness, and abandon their homes in order to
care of keeping down the rising population of
escape the violence with which they were
This report, on being read, was accepted
Portugal.—Private accounts from Lisbon threatened.
that city. The defence of the Poles had for
by the Council and by the Governor ap From the N- Y. Commercial Advertiser of IVednesdij’ I
—
its object only, to involve the destruction of state that 100 persons, engaged, or suspected
In this violation of the sovereignty of the proved.
Destructive Fire—Church burnt down.- I
as many Russians as possible. There are to be engaged in the movements of August State, we perceive the continuation of that
A
ttest
:
R.
G.
GREENE,
Sec.
of
State.
This morning, between 5 and 6 o’clock, St ;
now only about 10,000 troops and National 21, are ordered for execution by Don Miguel. system of encroachment, which by our for A true Copy Attest:
Eighteen were shot on the 10th ult. ; they bearance the Provincial Government have
Mary’s (Roman Catholic) Church, in Sheriff
Guards which took part in the defence.”
R.
G.
GREENE,
Sec.
of
State.
street, was discovered to be on fire: when
Another German Editor, maintaining the consisted of sixteen soldiers, one ensign, and long been enabled to practice for the purpose
first seen, the fire was raging about the altar.
same opinion, says : “ General Szembeck is one cadet. On the 11th, 20 more of the soldiers of extending their possession, and afterwards
STATE
OF
MAINE.
It was but a short time before the entire build
sustained at Sandomer, with 26,000 men, on were to be shot, and six civilians hanged.
relying on that possession, as the only founda
HEAD QUARTERS,
?
ing was enveloped in flames, and soon de-1
the rear of the Russian army, to whom the
France and Hayti.—11 The Minister of Ma tion of the extraordinary claim they still per
PORTLAND, NOVEMBER 8, 1831. $
stroyed. It was insured for $8000.
I
destruction of the bridges of the Vistula, near rine and Colonies has informed the Chamber severe in making to a considerable portion of
GENERAL
ORDER.
The flames soon communicated to the fol-1
Gora and d’-Ossiek, has cut off all communi of Commerce of Havre, that our relations the State.
The
security
and
defence
of
our
rights
as
lowing buildings on Sheriff-streetNo. 23,1
cation with Russia. Plock is free, and Gen. with Hayti are not broken off, that the French
In virtue of a warrant from a magistrate of
Ramorino, who obtained a brilliant victory Government has no desire that they should, the county of Penobscot, the inhabitants of citizens of a free State, being dependant upon a three story frame, slightly injured ; No. 25, >
our
Military
establishment,
it
is
not
less
a
duty
a two story frame, owned by Mr. Vandewater,
over Gen. Golowin, occupies Lublin. In Cra and that our commercial interests are under Madawaska, on the 20th day of August last,
cow, the landsturm is under arms. This body the protection of the consul whom M. Molli- assembled at a place southward of the St. than the privilege of the Citizen Soldier to occupied by T. & B. Ward and J. Sandford, I
is numerous, and is supported by 10,000 reg en left there when he left the island io re John river, on this side of the line designated be at all times prepared to repel the invasion destroyed ; No. 27, a two story frame, owned j
ular troops.”
turn to France.
by the Arbiter as in his opinion a suitable of these rights, and afford his aid in the due and occupied by Elias Noe, destroyed; Nos. I
The Messager de Chambers of Sept. 28,
boundary between the two governments, and execution of the laws of his country. The 29 and 31, St. Mary’s Church, destroyed;
Algiers.
—
Paris,
Sept.
24.
—
“
It
is
affirmed
thinks the hopes which some of the papers are
proceeded peaceably to organize themselves, exposed situation of the frontier settlements No. 33, a two story brick, owned by Mr. (
that
a
battalion
of
the
2d
regiment
is
to
re

attempting to revive, will prove baseless and
in pursuance of an Act of the Legislature of of this State, and the dangers to which they Wood, occupied by Ann and Sarah Kennedy I
illusive ; but the London Courier thinks all pair to Toulon, and there to embark for Al Maine, incorporating the town of Madawaska. are subjected by the continual encroach and William Stebbens, destroyed—no insur
giers. This reinforcement sent to the army
may not be lost. It adds :
On the 12th day of September last, they ments from a foreign power, having, in the ance ; No. 35, a two story brick, owned by |
Military gentlemen of experience in the in Africa, with the military stores lately em held a town meeting for the purpose of elect opinion of the Executive Council, rendered Ira Clark, occupied by I. Clark, Nath’l. M
Peninsular War, with whom we have conver barked for that country, by no means intimate ing a Representative, as required by the laws it necessary that the Militia of the State Adams, and Sarah Clark, much injured in the
should be reminded that events might occur rear.
|
sed, think that the Polish insurrection resem the intention, which some journals have as and constitution of this State.
which would require their services : The
On Willett-street—The plaster factory of
bles, in a great degree, that of the war in cribed to the ministry, to restore that colony to
For
these
acts,
four
of
our
citizens
Rave
Spain, and may be carried on by the Poles the Dey of Algiers.
been arrested by the authorities of New- Commander-in-Chief therefore Orders that the Mount & Robleys, slightly injured ; two or
Italy—Authentic accounts from Italy state Brunswick, carried out of the State, and several Divisions of the Militia be in readi three stables burnt down.
in the same way. They consider the situa
I
The Methodist Episcopal Church took fire, i
tion of the Poles as very far from being desper that a spirit of great dissatisfaction exists in three of them, Barnabas Hunewell, Daniel ness to meet such requisitions, as circumstan
ces
and
the
laws
of
the
State
may
require,
the
Papal
territories.
The
people
have
refu

but was extinguished before serious damage.
ate, and found their opinions on the following
Savage and Jesse Wheelock, are now con
The entire loss is estimated at upwards or |
circumstances: The hatred, which may1 be sed to pay taxes.
fined in jail at Fredericton, in execution of a and as the President of the United States may
called national, of the Poles against the Rus
Greece.—The conferences respecting the sentence pronounced against them, after the deem necessary, for the protection of our cit $20,000.
izens
and
territory.
sians, is similar to that of the Spaniards a- boundaries of Greece, and the choice of a form of a trial in a court of that Province.
The Major Generals will cause this order
gainst the French during the Peninsular war. prince for that country, are resumed. The
Accident.—The stage from Portsmouth for
As these citizens were arrested by a for
government of Count Capo d’Istrias gives eign power, at a place which is claimed and to be promulgated throughout their respective Boston was upset in Topsfield on Tuesday s
general dissatisfaction and will lead, as it has known to be within the limits of this State, Divisions.
From the Polish Frontiers, Sept. 14.
last, in consequence of the horses taking fright
It appears from letters from the Polish army already done in particular instances, tomufeh and for the exercise of a privilege guaranteed By the Commander-in-Chief.
from a dog. The top of the coach was dash- >
SAMUEL G. LADD, Adjutant General. ed in pieces ; but the passengers, nine ® !
of the 5th inst. that there was no expectation bloodshed and confusion.
to every citizen, we have no hesitation in
of the decisive blow which was followed by
Anotherfire at Constantinople.
Accounts coming to the conclusion, that the State is
The Kingston Jamaica Chronicle twits the number, escaped without material injury, I
the capitulation of Warsaw. It seems that all have, been received ofanother dreadful fire bound to adopt all proper and constitutional Courant for “appearing in a full suit of with the exception of a Mrs. Odiorne, an el*
the Polish troops were on their march to exe at Constantinople, at the end of last month, means within its power, to procure their re American types.” The only wonder is how derly lady of Portsmouth, whose collar bone t
cute a great plan of operations. The capital (August) no doubt the work of incendiaries. lease.
i
they could ever get them there. Perhaps was fractured in two places.
was in a great measure destitute of regular The royal arsenal has been set fire to, but the
It âppears by documents in the office of John Bull, in his double and treble fortifica
troops, and it was hoped that the National fire was extinguished. The great destruction the Secretary of State of this State, that im tions for his own manufactures, never dream
A ship was launched at South Salem,
Guard and the Artillery would be able to de-1 is at Galata, where the valuable English ware- mediately on receiving information of these
ed that the Yankees could make printing types. one of 386 tons ,at Medford, last week.
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Ohio.—The Ohio State Journal of 17th ult. ’ into the boat ; we went alongside the second and
State of ¿Iffaíne.
time, but to no purpose, as we could not
publishes a list of all the members of the Leg- ;i third
''
I
prevail
on
him
to
come,
as
he
said
there
was
a
1N
TftE
YEAR
OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAitt) EIGHT
islature, just elected, which show a greater
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1R31. majority against the administration than last boat on deck, and the ship would not sink in
HUNDRED AND THIRTY-ONE.
XHIBIT of the County Treasurer’s ac
four hours; the boat drifted to the leeward of
count for the County of York, from
Massachusetts Election.—The Election year. As it now stands in the Senate—
the ship and when within half a mile of her, she An Act for the encouragement of Agricuiturej
; October 1830, to October term, 1831.
Anti Jackson
20 Jackson 16
capsized and sunk at 20 minutes past 8 on the Sect. 1.
of State-Officers took place in Massachusetts
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
In the Representatives 39
31
, AMOUNT OF CREDIT.
morning of the 23d : when she capsized saw the
JL^9 House of Representatives, in
on Monday last. There were three tickets in
captain in the mizen rigging ; he fell over, saw Legislature assembled, That every Agricultural By balare of the County Tax at said
tefWi,
$6444 30
nomination—the national republican, antino more of him, or ship, except jolly boat and sky Society in this State, which now is or may
light cover ; kept the boat off before the wind, hereafter be incorporated and which shall an Oct. 20, by fines of Daniel Wheel
masonic and Jackson. The votes for Govern
wright,
Esq.
three
dollars,
3
have seen the votes at the last election having neither compass or quadrants to guide us ; nually raise by individual subscription or oth Oct. 22, by finés of Isaac Mitchell,
or, in the towns heard from, stand thus : Mr. in We
the
ship
sank
at
lat.
43
30,
long.
40,
as
near
as
Pennsylvania stated thus ; Republicans,
Esq. two dollars,
Lincoln (the national republican candidate)! not Anti-masons, 11,217 ; Anti-masons 27,- we could judge, on the 23d; steering, N. E. in erwise, the sum of one hundred dollars for the Oct. 29, by eleven jury fee’s at Oct.
purposes ofsuch Society, may receive from the
hopes
of
falling
in
with
a
vessel.
Monday
24th,
term,C.
C. P. credited at 7
has 19166 ; Mr. Lathrop (anti-mason) 7900; 016; Jackson 36,848 ; Majority against 7 A. M. saw a ship, standing N ; at 10 A. M. was Treasury of the State, in the month of Septem
dollars each,
Mr. Morton (Jackson) 6539. Gov. Lincoln is Jackson, 1885.
on board of Br. ship Win Pitt, Ogilvie, from Liv ber annually, the sum of one hundred dollars ; Nov. by adjournment of the S. J. C.
seven Jury fees, at $7 each,
erpool, for St.Johns, N. B. but the W. P. being and in like proportion for any greater sum
undoubtedly re-elected by a very large major
$92,000 have been collected for the relief short of provisions, and falling in with the ship which shall be raised as aforesaid ; Provided^ January 3, 1831, by the one half of
ity.
the overplus of the Clerk above
of the sufferers by the distressing fire at Fay New York, Hoxie, we all went on board of her. however, That no such society shall annually
his salary,
388 65
In Boston, 41 national republican Repre etteville, N. C.
—
Names of Leonidas crew—Chas B. Thompson, receive from the Treasury, by the virtue ofthis
” by amount of entries for 1208
It is probable, from the returns received, mate : John Oliver, 2d do ; Chas Lyon, cook ; Act, more than three hundred dollars, nor shall
sentatives to the State Legislature are elect
entries at forty cents each,
483 20
David B. Gillespie, cabin boy ; Peter Brown,
by fines of Orlando Bagiev,
ed—19 remain to be chosen at a future trial. that Mr. Slade, the anti-masonic candidate, was Thos. Barett, Isaac Waite, Nicholas Johnson, L. receive therefrom any sum whatever, until a
Esq.
elected Representative to the next U. S. Le
In Suffolk County, six national republican gislature, at the recent election in the 2d con Price, Jabez Stockman, Christian Lund, and certificate, duly sworn to, of the Treasurer of
}> by fines of Lauriston Ward,
Esq.
Manuel Davzo, seamen—who return their sincere such Society shall have been filed in the office
Senators are elected.
gressional district in Vermont.
thanks to Capt. Hoxie, for kind and gentlemanly of the Secretary of State, specifying the a- Feb. term, seven jury fees,
In Plymouth, 1 national republican Sena
treatment.
mount raised as aforesaid, and certifying that Aug. 30, by fines of Jere. S. Putnam',
Monsieur Chaubert, the Fire King, has re
[The Leonidas was commanded by Capt. Wm. the same has actually been paid in : Provided, May 3,Esq.
tor is elected—1 vacancy.—In Norfolk, 3
finesof W.C. Allen, Esq.
covered from his recent indisposition.
C. Gardiner, owned by Messrs. N. A L. Dana further, That no Agricultural Society shall be ” 28. by
by fines of Samuel Leighton,
national republican Senators are elected.
& Co. and the master, and was bound from St. entitled to the benefit of this act unless the same
Esq.
In Worcester, 5 national republican Sen
A wen, weighing one and a half pounds, Ubes for Portland. Insurance on the ship $12,- shall have been formed and established for a C. C. P. by May term three jury fees,
w'as extracted from the back of a woman in 000 in Boston.]
at 7 dollars each,
ators are supposed to be chosen.
County or an association of Counties, which Sept. 21
, by fine of 1 dollar of Elisha
fact shall also be made to appear in and by
In Essex, 2 national republican Senators Thomaston, on the 9th inst. by Doctors Mer
Bodwell, Esq.
rill, of T. and Eastabrook, of Camden. The
said
certificate.
And
the
Governor,
with
ad

” " seven jury fees Sept, term
are chosen—4 vacancies.
,operation, including the dressing of the
S. J. C. at $7 each,
vice of Council, upon the filing of such certif
The 6th trial for a choice of member of wound, occupied but 3 minutes. The woman WOOD & TIMBER LAND icate, is hereby authorized to draw his warrant May 19, fines of F. A. Allen, Esq. o*
milted in its place, 3 dollars,
3 $7600 15
"Congress in Essex North Congressional Dis- is
' now enabled to attend to her ordinary du
on the Treasurer for the sum to which such
about house.
CONTRA, DEBT.
trict has resulted in no choice. All the ties
’
A LOT OF LAND in Berwick, Society may thereupon be entitled by the pro
Payment from the Treasurer from Oct. 1830
-ljL on the road leading from visions ofthis Act.
towns in the district, except one, have been
Mr. George V. Edes has issued a prospectus
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That every
to October 1831.
Sanford, on the south-west side of
heard from, which give Cushing (nat. rep.) for publishing a new paper in Norridgewock,
fees of the Justices of the
Bonnabeag Pond, to S. Berwick, such Society which shall avail itself of the Oct. term,
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C.
S.
two
terms,
to
be
entitled
the
“
Farmer
’
s
Advocate.
”
2050; Kittridge (nat. rep.) 1594 ; Osgood
containing about 72 Acres in the southerly benefit of this Act, shall publicly offer annu Paid to Constables for serving Veni 88
(J.) 1463 ; Scattering 25.
half of the Goodwin Lot, so called, situate ally, premiums for promoting and improving
res for six terms,
209 42
Capt. Moses Thompson, of Embden, was about one mile from the Saw and Grist Mills the making of Sugar from the maple and oth ” ” Jury, at the Supreme Court,
In Bristol District there is, likewise, no
three terms, ■
drowned on the 11th inst. by falling from his near the late Wm. Johnson’s—Also, One day er substances, and of Salts from ashes of veg
1385 28
choice. All the towns have been heard from, canoe, while attempting to cross the river
" ” do. at the C. C. P. for three
in said Saw Mill—and is about one and a half etables, for introducing and cultivating any
terms,
1084 60
and the result is as follows : Hodges 3111 ; from Solon to Embden. Capt. D. was one of miles North-west from the Pond Mill, adjoin useful new grain, grass or root ; for raising
” ” Sheriffs and Deputies for
Ruggles 2978; Scatt ering 177—Necessary to the oldest settlers of E. and was a very en ing the river, where logs can be floated to said the greatest quantity of grass, grain or roots
services & fuel, candles, bell
ringing, J. Spring 3 terms,
261 75
a choice, 3134. It will be seen that Mr. H. terprising and worthy citizen. This is the 5th Mill.—This Lot has a heavy growth of Pine, on any given quantity of ground ; for invent
” ” do. Benj. J. Herrick, for
case of death by drowning which has occur Hemlock, White Oak and other hard wood ing or introducing any useful utensils in hus
wants only 23 votes to elect him.
three terms,
231 88
bandry
;
for
raising
and
manufacturing
wool,
red in that vicinity within a few weeks.
on it, and its soil is good for cultivation and
” ” Judge of Probate Salary for
pleasantly situated for a farm. For further hemp and flax in the greatest and best quan
one year, Wm. A . Hayes, Esq. 300
Madawaska Business.—We have pub
tity
;
for
introducing
mineral
or
other
new
” ” Register of Probate, Wm.
Fire.—The bouse of Mr. Shepherd, book particulars enquire of
lished in the preceding columns, the result seller,
C.
Allen, Esq. do.
500
manure; for improving the breed of horses,
in Portsmouth, N. H. was consumed
THOMAS J. CUTTS, of Berwick,
’’ " County Attorney, Joseph
of the deliberations of the Governor and Coun by fire, on the 11th inst. A number of or of the subscriber at Saco.
cattle, sheep, & swine ; for making butter and
Howard, Esq. two of C. S.
Conditions of Sale.—One third Cash, the cheese in the greatest quantity ’ and best
cil at their recent session. If they have done buildings in the neighborhood were in immi
orders,
quality
;
for
raising
and
preserving
oaks
and
”
”
Criers’ attendance 6 terms,
nent
danger,
and
a
number
of
inmates
were
remainder
in
1
or
2
years
with
interest.
all they conscientiously believed they could
Jere. Paul,
other forest trees for the purpose of increasing
removed from the Almshouse, to a place of
WM. FROST.
do, we know not that they can be censured ; greater
”
”
Coroners
attending Court,
their number and value, and perpetuating an
security.
Saco, Nov. 18, 1831.
John Sayward $9. Nathaniel
but their acts appear to partake a little too
adequate supply of ship timber, and for en
Murray $6, and L, Emerson,
Another.—Wednesday night at 12 o’clock,
couraging and improving Agriculture and
much of a milk and water character to prove a blacksmith’s shop, and a chaise house was
$3.
Manufactures
in
any
way
;
and
shall
annually
”
”
Deputy gaoler’s orders, to
satisfactory to the people. The individuals burnt in Beverly, owned by Mr. Benjamin FipHE winter term of this Academy will
Samuel Leighton Gaoler of
apply in manner aforesaid, or in such other
Alfred.
imprisoned in Fredericton were acting under Peirce. The whole loss is said to be about a J- commence on Wednesday, the 7th day of way as shall seem to such Society best adapted
282 43
” ” do.
do.
do.
to
.December next, under the instruction of the to promote the objects aforesaid, a sum equal
the authority of laws passed by the last Leg thousand dollars.
Jere. Brooks, gaoler of York,
202 31
present Preceptor, Mr. Ingersoll, who con at least to the sum annually received from
” ” Jeremiah Bradbury’s orders
islature, and prompt and decisive measures
ducts the school much to the satisfaction of the Treasury: Provided, That each person
HYMENEAL
C. S. two terms,
77 32
should be taken by this State to relieve them
the trustees, and profit of the scholars. Tui to whom any premium shall be awarded for
” ” Jere. Goodwin. Esq. Com
MARRIED
—
In
Danvers,
Nathan
Lakeman,
mittee
on
Road
in
Parsonstion $3 for the term. Board from $1, to $1,25 any agricultural products, shall before the re
from the dungeons of a prison and restore Esq. to Miss Elizabeth Poor.
field,
per week.
them to their families. It cannot be denied
ceipt thereof make as accurate a description
In Berlin, Vt. by Abel Knapp, Esq. Mr Thom
” ” Elisha Goodwin and others
Alfred, Nov. 17,1831.
Committee on Road, Kittery,
of
the
process
used
in
cultivating
the
soil
and
31 40
as
Brown,
to
Miss
Lydia
Black.
that Mr. Smith is sent on a very humane mis
” ” Benj. J. Herrick on Com
A patent-right for colouring !
in raising the crop, or of feeding the animal,
sion ; but every man, jealous of the character
BOOKS
»
mittee Limerick & ParsousThe Clothier'll surely frown
as may be, and shall, in all cases describe the
field,
18 12
of the State, must feel that the Executive has
At matrimonial Chemistry,
Wholesale & Retail.
nature of the soil, the kind and quantity of the
” ” Orders to sundry for Dam
In
changing
black
to
brown
.
pursued a most humiliating course. We are
manure, the state thereof, and the time of the
ages on Road in Lyman,
Wells, York and Kittery,
272 76
a»
year in which applied ; and deliver the same
humbling ourselves a little too much, when
”
”
Notes paid to Andrew
OBITUARY.
to the President of such Society. And such
AVING
taken
the
B
ookstore
formerly
Walker and interest,
531 50
we not only peaceably acquiesce in the un
” ” do. to Capt. R.Curtis, & do, 106 50
kept by J. K. Remich, (who has re Society in the month of January, in each
DIED—In Boston, Capt. Mark Huntress, aged
just imprisonment of our citizens by a foreign
year,
shall
transmit
to
the
Secretary
of
State
”
”
Sundry
Committee
Dama

linquished
the
business
to
him,)
offers
for
sale
39 years, formerly of Shapleigh.
ges and on increase of Damage
38 50
an official statement of its proceedings in re
power, but also condescend to despatch a In Hollis, 8th inst. suddenly, Mr. Israel Smith,
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
fees on the bodies
lation to the expenditure of the said sums of ” ” ofInquisition
messenger to supply their wants at our own aged 83.
sundry persons,
3211
School
&
Slooks^
money, specifying the objects for which such
In Shelburne, N. H. 25th ult. Mrs. Elizabeth
” ” handed oyer to Elder Sam
expense. The U. S. Congress will, however,
Blank Books ; Paper Hangings; Stationary premiums have been offered, and the persons
Newell, aged 62 years.
uel Burbank, Treasurer and
and FANCY ARTICLES.
assemble in a few weeks and this business
Collector for 1830,
294 06
to whom they may have been awarded, and
In Brookville, Me. Mr. Peletiah Tapley, for
•4 “ Order on the State Treas
---- AMONG WHICH ARE----shall accompany the same with such gen
should, and probably will, be the first which merly of Saco, aged 74.
urer
amounting
to
one
hun

Pierpont’s Reading Books ;
eral observations applicable to the state of
occupies the attention of the two houses.
dred forty-one dollars and 3
Scientific Class Book ;
Agriculture and Manufactures in the State
cents,
SHIP NEWS.
141 03
Until then, we suppose we must wait patient
Pronouncing and common English Readers ; as may be deemed important or useful. And Paid over in cash four hundred and
KENNEBUNK, NOVEMBER 19.
Agricultural Reader ;
ly, and suffer John Bull to chuckle at our
twenty-nine dollars and fiftyall surplus money arising from premiums of
one cents,
429 51
Sequel to Easy Lessons and Easy Lessons ;
fered and not obtained or not paid shall be
embarrassment.
for services the past year, al
ARRIVED.
Sequel to Analytical Reader and Analytical loaned on interest, and constitute a fund, or My feeslowed
three
hundred
dollars,
300
November
2
—
Schs.
Ploughboy,
Walker,
from
Reader ;
Saco Lyceum.—A Lecture will be deliver Boston, sundry merchandise to Wm. Jefferds, et
capital stock for the use of such Society.
Miscellaneous bills,
574 67 $7600 15
Histories
of
the
U.
States
by
several
authors
;
Credit
brought
forward
in
full,
$7600 15
Sect.
3.
Be
it
further
enacted,
That
the
ed before the Lyceum on Friday evening, als.; Washington, Brown, from do.
Whelpley’s Compend of History, with ques Secretary of State shall, annually, on or be
HENRY SMITH, County 'Treasurer.
5—Billow, Ward, from a mackerel cruise of
22d inst. at 7 o’clock, at the Vestry of the
tions ;
fore the first Monday in February, lay before
Alfred, Oct. 15, 1831.
—80 bbls.
first Parish. Question for Discussion—“ Ought 127days
the Legislature such official statements of the
— Mary, Rhodes, from Boston, sundry mer Tytler’s History, with questions ;
Blake’s Philosophy ;
Commissioners’ Notice.
the duty on foreign books to be taken off?” chandise to sundry consignees.
proceedings of such Societies as may be
14—Schs. Grape, Ward from Boston, via Conversations on Chemistry ;
transmitted to him as aforesaid, which shall
F. Greene, Esq. is Secretary of the Lyceum,
HE subscribers having been appointed
Portsmouth, sundry merchandise to O. Bourne Grammars of Chemistry and Philosophy ;
thereupon be submitted to the committee on
by the Honourable William A. Hayes,
to whom persons wishing to become mem and others.
Conversations on common things ;
Agriculture, to be appointed by the Legisla
Judge of the Court of Probate for the County
bers are requested to make application.
15—Ploughboy, Walker, from do. sundry mer Murray’s large and small ; Putnam’s Murray ; ture. And said committee shall examine the
chandise to sundry consignees.
Alger’s Murray ; Greenleaf’s, and Inger same, and select for publication such part of, of York, Commissioners to receive and ex
amine the claims of the several creditors to
The Address of the friends of Domestic In
soll’s large and small Grammars ;
them, with such essays relative to agri the estate of JOSEPH LORD, late of
SAILED.
Walch
’
s,
Welch
’
s,
Adams
’
,
Pike
’
s,
Smith
’
s,
dustry, assembled in Convention, at Newcultural improvements as they shall think
Nov. 3—Sch. Grape, Ward, for Boston.
Emerson’s, American and Stamford’s adapted to the advancement of Agriculture Lebanon, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
5—Ploughboy, Walker, do.
York, on the 26th ult. is published. It occu
represented insolvent, do hereby give notice
A
rithmetics
^;
8— Washington, Brown, do.
in the State ; and the Legislature shall cause that six months from the third day of October
pies nine closely printed columns. We shall
17—Schs. Grape, Ward, for Boston ; Plough- Colburn’s first lessons and Sequel;
copies of the sa me, not exceeding one thous instant, are allowed to said creditors to bring
publish the whole or the most important por boy, Walker, do.
Emerson’s Arithmetic ;
and, to be published in pamphlet form at the in their claims, and prove their debts, and
Robinson’s Elements of Arithmetic ;
tions of it when we can find room.
expense of the State, and to be distributed, , that we shall attend that service at the dwel
The sloop Two-Friends, of Thomaston, from Child’s do.;
through such Societies, among the people of ling house of John H. Lord, in said Lebanon,
Steam-Boat Disasters.—A letter dated Newburyport, went ashore at a place called Tur Colburn’s Algebra—Walker’s and Holbrook’s this State.
on the third Tuesday of November next and
bins’ Creek, on Friday night last—after taking
Geometry ;
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted, That this of the four following months, from one to
Memphis, Sept. 22, says—44 We have just every thing out of her they got her off, when
Walker’s and Johnson’s Dictionaries ;
Act
shall
be
and
continue
in
force
five
years
heard by a flat boat, that the steamer Union, her bottom fell out and her deck drifted ashore. Emerson’s (large and introduction,) Cum
five o’clock in the afternoon on each of said
and no longer.
days.
DANIEL WOOD,
which left here Sunday, 18th inst. on her
mings’, Marshall’s, Kelly’s, Webster’s &
In Senate, March 22, 1831.
MEMORANDA.
ELIHU HAYES.
Picket’s Spelling Books ;
passage up, struck a snag near Plumb Point:
Saco, Nov. 9.—Ar. schs. Mary, Newburyport;
This Bill was read a second time and re
Dated at Lebanon, the 25th ?
Book
for
the
Children
of
Maine
;
Susan,
Portsmouth
;
sip.
Elizabeth,
Portland
;
ferred to the next Legislature, and ordered,
boat and cargo entirely lost, and 16 passen
day of October, A. D. 1831. j
10th, sch. Packet, Hartly, Boston ; sip. Mercury, A great variety of Children’s Books ;
that the same to be printed in all the papers
gers drowned.”—The steam-boat Cygnet, on Benson, do.
Ware on the formation of the Christian char which publish the laws of the State.
in Augusta.
her passage from Fredericksburg to Washing
Ar. at Mobile, 2d inst. barque Com. Morris,
acter ;
Sent down for concurrence.
ton, last week, burst one of her boilers—One Fairfield, of and from this port.
Daily Piety ; Comforts of Piety ;
aton & severance propose to
ROBERT P. DUNLAP, President.
Ar. at Providence, 10th, schrs. Friendship, Little Manuel ; Daily Food ;
publish a daily newspaper in Augusta,
man was killed by the explosion—further par Nickerson,
House of Representatives, ?
and Fair Polly, Chase, Saco ; Dorcas- Aids to Devotion ; Christian Lyre ;
during the session of the Legislature, if a suf
March 23, 1831.
$
ticulars are not known.
Hawes, Burgess and Mary & Betsey, Kelley, do.; Malcom’s Bible Dictionary ;
The House concur with the Senate in re ficientnumber of subscriberscan be obtained,
Betsey, Nickerson, do.
O. P. Q. of the London Morning Chronicle,
ferring this Bill to to the next Legislature, and to be called the MAINE DAILY JOURNAL.
Ar. at Philadelphia, 10th, sehr. Phaeton, Gilpat- Frugal Housewife, 7th edition ;
Church Member’s Guide*
The Daily Journal will be delivered to sub
concludes a Iptter from Paris, dated 20th rick, Saco.
in the order for printing the same.
Ar. at Newport, 7th, sch. Norway, Saco, for Dabney’s Hymns, large & miniature editions;
September, thus—
BENJAMIN WHITE, Speaker. scribers every morning at the low price of one
Worcester’s Watts, do. do. do.;
dollar for the session, and will contain the
“ To-day the hopes of the Rentiers have Norwich. Sailed next day.
A true copy.
Ar. at Boston, 11th inst. 3 masted sch. Pan- Winchell’s Watts, a great variety of sizes and
risen some 30 per cent. ’Tis true that ‘ the
Attest, NATH’L S. LITTLEFIELD, Legislative proceedings of the previous day,
bindings ;
mobs’ are not wholly put down—that extra Matanzas, Davis, from Archangel, Aug. 28.
■
Secretary of the Senate. together with an abstract of Congressional
Ar. at Boston, 6th inst. brig Warsaw, (new) Village Hymns ; Watts’ Psalms and Hymns ;
news and the foreign & domestic intelligence
legal measures are spoken of in the Moniteur Jordan,
from Saco.
of the day.
Quarto, Octavo, Duodecimo and Pocket
AUCTION.
—that M. Perier’s friends talk of the necessi
Ar. at New-York, 13th, brig Huron, Patterson,
Bibles ;
Daily papers have heretofore been estab
ty for controlling the Press—and that all de of this port, 45 days from Bremen.
F1NHE subscriber will sell by
Cologne and Lavander ; Teeth Brushes ;
notes a crisis and convulsion. But the Ren
A
uction, on Tuesday, the lished only in large commercial towns. They
SPOKEN.
Desk Stamps ; Pocket and dress combs ;
tiers say, ‘ Never mind, M. Perrier will remain,
22d instant, at 2 o’clock, P. M. near depend mainly on a large population to whom
2d inst. lat. 43, Ion. 52 40, ship Peru, Ham Fine teeth Ivory do. ;
he will not abandon his post, we shall have mond,
the
dwelling-house of William they can be delivered every morning or even
11 days from Richmond, for Bremen.
Black, White and Brown Bonnet papers ;
the Stocks up again ; and we shall have peace
Hutt of Kennebunk-port, a. LOT OF LAND ing without expense of postage. There is no
Every article of Stationary usually enquired containing about 40 Acres—said Land is instance, we believe, in this$ or any other
in the end ; never mind on what terms or at
Loss of the ship Leonidas. The following for, such as Quills; Ink ; Ink-powder ; Ink situated in Kennebunk-port, about one quar country, where a daily paper is published in
what price.’ So the Rentiers are sending up
the funds to-day, because they say that Po particulars of the loss of the above vessel are fur stands ; Writing and Letter paper, &c. &c.; ter of a mile from the Rev. Mr. Sherburn’s a town having no larger population than Au
nished by her crew, who arrived at New York PARTRIDGES’ and BEL L’S SUPERIOR Meeting-house, and adjoins land owned by gusta ; but anxious as we are to meet the just
lish Affairs are settled ! and that4 order reigns on
the IOth inst.
PASTE BLACKING.
at Warsaw !’ Do you suppose this system
William Huff, Benjamin Thompson, and expectations of the citizens of the State and
Oct. 21st, lat. 44 09, long. 49, at 4 P. M. expe The Token, and the Atlantic Souvenir, for others.—Terms at Sale.
the members of the Legislature, we have
will stand ? I tell you, no ; it is impossible.
rienced
a
severe
gale
;
at
5
30
a
very
heavy
sea
concluded to make the attempt in the hope
Where, then, will all this end $—I have put struck the ship and set her leaking badly ; sound 1832, bound elegantly, with superb engra
DANIEL WALKER.
this question to myself at least fifty times du ed the pumps, and found three feet water ; at 2 vings.
N. B. The above land will be disposed of that the citizens of Gardiner, Hallowell and
ring the last three days ; and now I will give P. M. freed the ship, and by keeping both pumps The Lady’s Book, a splendid work.
at private sale any time previous to the 22d Waterville, to whom we shall offer the paper
you the answer : 1st. It will end in a change going kept her free ; on 22d, at 9 P. M. found the THOMAS’, ROBINSON’S, PORTER’S inst. Any person wishing to purchase can, every morning, will unite in giving us that
of Ministers and System ; or, 2d. In a change ship made more water than we could keep free ; HEALTH Sf MINIATURE ALMANACKS on a long credit and fair terms by applying suppdrt which other daily papers find in large
commercial towns.
of dynasty and government ; or, 3d. In a sort Called all hands, and put the ship before the wind, for 1832, &c. &c. &c.
as above.
It shall be our endeavor to report the pro
All the above articles will be sold
of temporary restoration until the nation shall and commenced pumping, with all the crew ; at
Kennebunk, Nov. 12.
ceedings of the Legislature faithfully and
rise ; or, 4th. In a general war, and anarchy 12, (night) the salt began to settle in the hold, at fair prices in quantities or at retail.
impartially, never distorting or misrepresent
and trouble. It is quite absurd to expect that and found upon examination that the leak
Those wishing to purchase are invited to
ing the language of political opponents in de
France will continue much longer in this state was in the after hold : used every exertion to call and examine his stock.
stop it, but found it impossible : kept both pumps
bate. Indeed we hope to acquire such a rep
of misery and uncertainty.”
Fin
HE
two
story
dwelling-house
Kennebunk,
Nov.
8.
going until 7 A. M. 23d, and finding the water
Wilfr
and buildings connected with utation for fairness and impartiality in this re
gaining on us, and the ship settling forward,
The U. S. frigate John Adams, was at there being five feet water in the fore hold, we
it and about one acre of land, situa spect, that all parties shall have confidence in
Vourla, Sept. 8th, had lost 7 or 8 men by the took in sail, got the long boat in order, and
ted in Alfred, nearly opposite the Court whatever we may publish of legislative pro
of Wilmington, Vermont,} Ho use, and now occupied by John Parsons, ceedings.
Cholera.
hoisted her out; when all hands, except the cap
The weekly Journal will be continued as
tain, (who could not be prevailed upon to leave offers to teach a school in Wells, from De Esq.
The Kentucky Commentator, published in the ship,) got into her ; finding it impossible to cember to April, without any compensation.
The terms of payment will be liberal.—For heretofore at $2 a year, and will also contain
A letter from the inhabitants of a school particulars
,
Mr. Lecompte’s district, contradicts the state keep astern of the ship, run to leeward and wait
an account of proceedings of the Legislature,
apply to the subscriber.
ment generally circulated of the death of Mr. ed until she drifted within four feet of the boat’s district, conveyed by mail, will be regarded,
together with the latest foreign and domestic
N, D. APPLETON.
| stern, but the captain made no exertion to get
October 24,1831.
news.
Alfred, Nov. 7, 1831,
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For Sale.

Pro Bono Publico-

POETRY

FOREIGN NEWS.

PROBATE NOTICES

JMïL & WTOO

GOODS.

DUMFRIES’

ITCH OiWtfiKiair»!

T

HE extensive sale and established rep

Further extracts from papers brought by the At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
utation of
and for the county of York, on the first Mon
Silas-Richards, at New-York, from Liverpool.
DUMFRIES’ ITCH OINTMENT,
day
in
November,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
DREAMS OF HEAVEN.
encourages the Proprietor to recommend it
Extract from the Prussian State Gazette of the 18th
eighteen hundred and thirtyJone, by the Hon
BY MRS. HEMANS.
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of HAS just received and offers for sale a with renewed confidence té the public, as a
SePt
WARSAW, SEPT. 13, 1831.
Dreams’t thou of heaven ?—What dreams
most innocent as well as powerful applica
said Court:
large assortment of
On the 7th of this month, at 2 o’clock in
are thine ?
SEW ALL, administrator of
tion for this annoying disease. The most
Fair child, fair gladsome child
the afternoon, the battle before Warsaw be 1P|ANIEL
FJVGFISSI, FRENCH, # inveterate cases have been cured in one
With eyes that like the dew-drop shine
gan afresh ; during the same, General Berg IL$ the estate of Edmund Lord,., late of
And bounding footstep wild.
hour! by this esteemed Ointment. It con
arrived in the city. A convention was signed Kennebunk, in said county, blacksmith, de
From Blackwood’s Magazine for September.

WILLIAM LOUD

in the evening whereupon the Polish army ceased, having presented his first account of
AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING, VIZ.
tains no Mercury, or other noxious ingre
immediately began their retreat to Praga, and , administration of the estate of said deceased Broadcloths ; Pelisse, do.; Cassimeres ;
dient, and may be confidently applied even
for
allowance
:
and
also
his
private
account
on the following day, they marched from
Kerseys ; Coatings ; Duffills ; Sattinetts;
to the youngest children, or to pregnant
against
the
estate
of
said
deceased,
for
allow

Praga to Modlin, after they were entirely col
Vestings ; Flannels ; Plaids ; Camlets ;
females. Price 37 and one half cents.
ance
:
lected.
ORDERED—That the said administrator Circassians ; Marinos ; Bombazettes ;
On the 8th the Municipal council of the city
11 Oh I beautiful is heaven, and bright
Calicoes
;
Ginghams
;
Cambrics
;
Muslins
;
SORE ANU lOTIiABO®
issued the following Proclamation. “ As the give notice to all persons interested, by caus Linens ; Silks ; Shawls; Muslin capes ;
With long, long summer days !
Russian troops will this day enter the resi ing a copy of this order to be. published three Laces ; Fancy, Flag, and cotton Hdkfs.;
I see its lillies gleam in light
Where many a fountain plays.
dence, by an arrangement which the author weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga Hosiery ; Gloves ; Ribbons ; Cords ; Tapes ;
ities have concluded, the municipal council zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, Braids ; Buttons ; Pins, pound and paper ;
HE studious, the weakly, and others'
“ And there uncheck’d, methinks, I rove,
considers it to be its duty to relieve the citi that they may appear at a Probate Court to Needles, &c.
who are troubled with soreness of
be
held
at
York
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Seeking where young flowers lie,
zens from all anxiety in respect to the safety
inflammation
of that delicate organ, will3
In vale and golden-fruited grove—
Monday
in
December
next,
at
ten
of
the
Homestie OOOI&S.
of their persons and property, but on the oth
Flowers that are not to die !”
be able to obtain a most pleasant and in
er hand, it is confidently expected, that all in dock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Brown Sheetings and Shirtings ;
valuable application, in
they have, why the said account should not Bleached, do. do.; Tickings ; Yarns ;
habitants will observe a proper tranquillity.
Thou Poet of the lonely thought,
be allowed.
Sewing
Threads
;
Batting
;
Pelisse
Wadding.
(Signed)
O
zenski
,
President.
”
DUMFRIES'
Sad heir of gifts divine I
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Say, with what solemn glory fraught
&-WCEMIES.
At half past 8 o’clock, on Thursday morn A true copy—Attest,
EYE WATER !
Is Heaven in dream of thine ?
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Porto Rico and Havana Sugars ;
ing, at the Jerusalem Barrier, the President of
This well established Wash for the Eye}
the
city
of
Warsaw,
surrounded
by
a
deputa

Nov.
12.
Oh ! where the living waters flow
is perfectly innocent, and gives immediate'
Young Hyson, Hyson rranitiiiiui i'l
tion of the Municipal Council, offered bread
Along the radiant shore,
TEAS ; relief, even in very aggravated cases of
At a Court of Probate holden al Alfred, within Skin
,
and
Souchong
and
salt
to
his
Imperial
Highness,
the
Grand
My soul, a wanderer, here shall know
and for the county of York, on thefirst Mon
soreness and inflammation. Price 25 cents.
.1 hllHIilift
Duke Michael. It pleased his Highness gra
The exile thirst no more I
1
day ofi November, in the year of our Lord
ciously to address this deputation with words
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon.
“ The burden of the stranger’s heart
of peace, and he rode into the city at the
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
MOEASSES 5
Which here unknown I bear,
head of the guards, surrounded by a brilliant
Court:
Like the night shadow shall depart,
staff. In Saxon Square, the Grand Duke, ad
With my first wakening there.
N the petition of Daniel Sewall, ad- ,Cotton ; Tobacco ; Indigo ;
F most obstinate character, after’
dressing the people, said—“ Should any of
ministrator of the estate of Edmumd Starch ; Sakeratus ; Salt Petre ;
the
inhabitants
of
the
residence
have
any
re

having baffled the skill of the most
“ And borne on eagle wings afar,
Lord, late of Kennebunk, in said county, de
 9 Glass 8 by 10 do.; Cheese ; Nails ;
quests to make, they will please address them
7 by
eminent physicians, and withstood the most
Free thought shall claim its dower
ceased,
representing
that
the
personal
estate
selves directly to me.” His Imperial High
Bbls, pork ; Spice ; Pepper; Gib ger ;
From every sphere, from every star,
highly recommended medical preparations,
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the Cinnamon ; Cloves ; Common Brooms.
ness resides in the Royal Palace.
Of glory and of power.”
has been checked, relieved and cured, in a
Field Marshal Count Paskewitch arrived just debts which he owed at the time of his
::ALSO: : :
number of instances in and about this city,
O woman I with the soft sad bye
in the evening of the same day, and passed death by the sum of two hundred and twentyA GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
two dollars and eighty-four cents, and praying
by using for a short lime
Of spiritual gleam !
the night at the Belvedere.
Tell me of those bright realms on high,
The Warsaw Courier, of yesterday, says for a license to sell and convey so much of the
Dr. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC,
Crockery F Eioltow Ware,
How doth thy deep heart dream ?
that a cessation of hostilities will continue for real estate of said deceased, as may be neces
-----AND---a fortnight, until the decision of his Majesty sary for the payment of said debts and inci and a great variety of other articles, all of
ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS,
By thy sweet mournful voice 1 know,
which will be sold on the most favorable in connexion, according to the directions
dental charges :
can
be
had
from
St.
Péter
sburgh.
On thy pale brow I see,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give terms for Cash or Produce.
After the Polish army had left Praga, they
accompanying the Specific. It is also one
That thou hast lov’d in silent wo,
spent the first night (the 9th) at Tablonwa, notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
Say, what is Heaven to thee ?
of the best medicines known for Sick Head
on the Modlin road. On Saturday, the 10th, and to all persons interested in said estate, by
Count Zamviski came into Warsaw, aS a dep causing a copy of this order to be published
“Oh 1 Heaven is where no secret dread
HE subscriber will pay the following ache, Sickness at the Stomach, Nausea and
May haunt Love’s meeting hour ;
uty from the Polish army. This army is at; in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenneprices for green Ox and Cow HIDES. Flatulences.
Where from the past, no gloom is shed,
"
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive All over 50 lbs. 6 and one quarter Dol
No complaint is perhaps more prevalent
present at Modlin, and is commanded by Gen.
O’er the heart’s chosen bower :
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to lars per 100 lbs. and all under 50 lbs. 6 and in this or any other country, than Head
Ribinski.
Yesterday, the Polish General Dziekaski be holden at York, in said county, on the first one half dollars per 100 lbs.
ache.—It is seldom a primary affection,
Where every sever’d wreath is bound ;
arrived here from the army at Modlin, and re- Monday in December next, at ten of the clock
RALPH CURTIS.
but arises from a variety of causes, such as
And none have heard the knell
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause
if
any
they
turned immediately back.
That smites the soul in that wild sound—
suppression of customary evacuations, Ob
JV*.
B.
The
subscriber
requests
all
persons;
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
petition
should
It is said that Gen. Romarino has gone to
Farewell, Belov d FarewellI"
against whom he has any demands, to call, set structed perspiration, &c. It is likewise not
not be granted.
Zu masc with part of his corps.
tle and pay, according to previous agreement, unfrequenlly symptomatic of indigestion, for
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
General Cassimer Malachowski has resign
if they wish to save cost.
R. CURTIS.
NOVEMBER.
A true copy—Attest,
so great is the sympathy between the brain
ed the command of the Polish army, but still
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
October 29, 1831.
The leaves which late the wood adorn’d,
and stomach, that it is often difficult to deterremains with them.
And waved obeisence to the breeze,
Nov.
12.
The report that disturbances had occurred
mifX which is really in fault, and when it
Now palpitate in every gale
FLAX-SEED WANTED.
day before yesterday at Modlin and the neigh At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
arises from a foul state of the stomach, it is
Which strips the desolated trees.
borhood, is now confirmed. Many citizens
HE subscribers wish to purchase Three generally termed sick head ache, which will
and for the county of York, on the first
who left Warsaw with the army are now at
Monday of November, in the year of our Lord
Hundred Bushels clean FLAX be speedily relieved by this Specific.
The withering north wind cuts and sears
Zegra. Report says the Field Marshal Count
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon
SEED. and will pay a fair price.
The shivering landscape all around ;
A remarkable case is mentioned in Dr.
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
Paskewitsch will, take up his residence in the
PALMER & MILLER.
The boast of spring, and summer’s pride
Conway
’s pamphlet, of ffj53 “ A Lady of
said Court :
Royal Palace.
Lie blasted on the frozen ground.
Oct. 29.
Danvers, who had been afflicted most of the
General Kennenkumpf arrived day before
N the petition of Bethular Trafton,
Then while the ranting tempest roars,
yesterday as a courier from St. Petersburg!],
time for 20 years with a sick head-ache,
widow of Benjamin Trafton, late of
And clouds the scowling skies deform,
and Colonel Malastwow from Lowies.
Alfred, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
was cured by part of a box of this Specific.”
We’ll turn blue devils out of doors,
The Councillor of State, Engel, commis praying for an allowance out of the personal
Price of the Specific and Pills 50 cents
To bide the peltings of the storm.
sioned to organize a Provisional Government estate of said deceased :
each.
CAPS
in
Poland,
is
expected
to
day
in
Warsaw,
and
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give no
This is the month when love sick elves
it is said will reside in Bruhl Palace.
UST received a large assortment of.CAPS
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
Seem most inclined to court the noose ;
THE
The
General
Director
of
the
Post
Office,
of every description.
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
And those resolved to hang themselves
and the Police of the Kingdom of Poland, published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
Cannot a better season choose.
Constantly on luind
Councillor of State Suminski, is soon expect in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF HATS,
But Coelebs, who intends to take
ed.
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
HIS agonizing disorder is cured in its
From woes a refuge in a halter,
Count Andrew Zamviski arrived here on bate Court to be holden at Alfred in said all of which will be sold cheap for CASH,
most painful stages, by one of the
FUR,
or
LAMB
SKINS
at
the
S
hop
oc

Would do still better should he take
the 10th, from Vienna, by the way of Thorn, county, on the first Monday in January next,
most
simple
as well as powerful remedies
cupied
by
EDWARD
GOULD.
Belinda blushing to the altar.
provided with a passport from the Russian at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
Oct. 29.
known in modern practice. The
Ambassador, Count Tastischtschow.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS
MORAL & RELIGIOUS
General Krukiwicki is Still in Warsaw. said petition should not be granted.
afford instant relief, without inflicting the
There is no positive information of the pres
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
E hereby forbid all persons passing slightest injury on the teeth. They are ap
Rational Devotion. When engagedin ent residence of General Skrzinecki ; the
A true copy,—Attest,
through or over land near Samuel
devout admiration of the Supreme Being, probability is, that he is in Gallacia, in the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Buzzell’s, in going to or returning fromplied
the externally to the parts affected, with
every other object will be lost in the compar neighborhood of Cracow.
Nov. 12.
the
greatest ease and expedition, and gen
B
each
,
belonging
to
the
subscribers,
if
they
ison ; but this, though the noblest employ
The President, J. Laszcinski, has published At a Court of Probate, holden at Alfred, within would avoid the penalty of the law, for such erally operate as a soothing lenitive to the
ment of the mind, was never intended to shut the following.
and for the County of York, on the first Mon trespass.
suffering patient. Price 50 cents a box.
out all other concerns. The affections which
“ In conformity to the Convention, the mu
day of November-, in the year of our Lord
HARRISON MURPHY,
unite us to the world have a large demand nicipal authority of Warsaw informs the in
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by lhe Hon
BENJAMIN LEWIS.
upon us, and must succeed in their turn. If habitants of the city, that the Cavalry Gener
WHITE TEETH !
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
Kennebunk-port, October 15, 1831.
every thing is to be deemed criminal that al, Count Wilt, has been appointed Governor
AND
said Court :
does not interest the attention in the moment of the Residence Warsaw, and that Maj. Gen
N the petition of Benjamin Storer, a
of worship, political concerns are not the only eral Baron Korff, is nominated City Com
creditor to the estate of Samuel Chick,
ones to be abandoned, but every undertaking mandant ; to which authorities the inhabit
nnHOSE who would retain, or restore,
late of Wells in said county, deceased, praying
Wanted by D. W.JLord,# Co
of a temporal nature, labor and ingenuity, ants can apply in all urgent cases.”
these desirable personal advantages
that
administration
of
the
estate
of
said
de

must cease. Science herself must shroud
FOR WHICH THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE
are assured that no composition can be
The Governor, Count Wilt, lives in the
her light. These are notions rather to be Stadtholder palace, and the office of General ceased may be granted to him the said Benja
WILL BE GIVEN.
obtained superior to the
laughed at than confuted, for thpir extrava Korff is for the present in the senate house. min, or to some other suitable person :
tf.
Goff’s Mill Tannery, Sept. 28, 1831.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
[□= BRITISH ANTICEPTIC^OJ
gance will correct itself. Every attempt that By an order from the Governor General,
has been made to rear religion on the ruins Count Wilt, the National Guard, and all other tice thereof to all persons interested in said es
of nature, or to render it subversive of the persons in possession of arms, are ordered to tate, by causing a copy of this order to be pub
LL persons indebted to the subscribers,
This is an elegant and pleasant prepara
economy of life, has hitherto proved unsuc deposit the same within forty-eight hours at lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
on Note or Account, are requested to tion in every respect, and has for many years
cessful, whilst the institutions that have flowed the Arsenal, in the hands of the Director of Ar Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
make payment, on or before the first day of
from it, are scarcely regarded in any other tillery, Brigade General Bontemps, under cessively, that they may appear at a Probate October next ; as demands remaining unpaid past, given universal satisfaction wherever
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light than as humiliating monuments of hu penalty of being punished by sentence of a
that time, will be left with an Attorney for it has been used.
on the first Monday in January next, at ten of at
man weakness and folly. The natural vigor Court Martial.
The Anticeptic Dentifrice is exempt
collection,
unless there is an agreement to
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
of the mind, when it has once been opened by
from acid and other deleterious ingredients,
ALFRED SMITH,
The officers ofhigh rank, in the National any they have, why the prayer ofsaid petition the contrary.
knowledge and turned towards great and in Guard, were presented to the commandant of
JOHN P. MELLEN.
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A true copy,—Attest,
A. S. & J. P. M. offer for tens the enamel of the teeth without doing
It is said that 1000 persons will be chosen
Ys Cutter Allen, Register.
sale
a FARM in Hollis, called the it the least injury.—The regular use of
from the members of the National Guard,
Nov. 12.
________________________
GORDON FARM, containing 51 this admired powder, by purifying the
Christian Consistency. A Christian to perform military duty in the city.
acres, together with the Whittier mouth and preventing the accumulation of
DISSOLUTION^OF
has no right any where or under any circum
The Municipal Council still continue to
lot, containing 20 acres.
tartar, operates as the best preventive ofthe
stances to be any thing else than a Christian. perform their official duties.
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He must ask about a political as well as any
Tooth Ache. The Dentifrice removes
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
other act, the question, is it right or wrong—
On6 half of a HOUSE and lot in Saco discolourations, and restores the beautiful
under
the
firm
of
and by the answer to that question he must be
Monsieur Chaubert, the man who eats fire
near Rev. Mr. Johnson’s Meeting-house, now native whiteness of the enamel. As its
guided. It is just as wicked to lie about poli and bakes himself in company with a dish of
occupied by Mr. Nathaniel R. Shackford. application braces and strengthens the
HANIEIj WISE & Co.
tics as to lie about merchandise. It is just as beef steaks—has caught a cold in New-York, is by mutual consent this day dissolved. The Terms liberal.
Gums, it secures to them their healthy and
immoral to act without reference to the law lately, sitting down at an open window just business relating to said firm will be settled
Saco, Aug. 15, 1831.
tf.
florid hue, and by removing all offensive
of God in a caucus, as any where else. To after he came out of his oven.
by Daniel Wise.
prefer our own interest or party, to that of our
All persons having accounts open at the SELLING OFF STOCEF. foreign accumulations from the teeth, pre
country, is treason against that country,, and
HE subscriber intending to make a new serves the natural sweetness of the breath.
A writer in the N. Y. Mer. Advertiser says store are requested to call and settle them
sin against God. And it makes no matter there are a number of blacks and mulattoes in without delay.
DANIEL WISE,
arrangement in his business, offers his Price 50 cents.
whether that treason be perpetrated with a that city, married to white women ; and that
JOHN FROST.
entire stock of Goods at reduced prices.
**^None genuine unless signed on theballot or a bayonet, at the caucus or in the a negro being lately arrested for house-break
Kennebunk, October 27, 1831.
Having purchased a large portion of his
outside
printed wrapper by the sole Propri
field. And still more, no man can more ing, it became necessary to send for his wife,
present stock within a few weeks, he is ena
surely be putting an end to his religion, than when behold two appeared, a white and a KENNEBUNK BANK. bled to offer good bargains to those who wish etor,T. Kidder, immediate successor toby frequenting any circle which he must en black one ; and a third had escaped the offi
the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale^
■---------------------------------------------------to purchase with cash.
ter without his religion. That man may find cers !
with all the other “ Conway Medicines,7*
JOHN P. MELLEN.
HE Stockholders of the Kennebunk
himself in eternity without his religion, and
Bank, are informed that Five Thousand
0^500
ya.rds f-4 Cotton and Wool at his counting Room, No. 99, next door fo
it may not be there quite so easy as it is on
Dollars of the Capital Stock of said Bank, will
Amasa Ingham, of Avon, while crossing a
Cloth will be received in exchange for goods. J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Couf$
earth to resume it. “ There is no shuffling.”
be paid to them on the first of November
and Hanoverstreets, near Concert Hall, Bos
Saco, Aug. 15, 1831.
tf.
“ Whosoever denieth me before men, him cornfield in Avon, last Saturday, encountered next, on application at said Bank.
ton :—&also, by hisspecial appointment,by
will I deny before my Father who is in the lines of two muskets which had been set
Per
order,
for bears. One of the guns missed him, but
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
heaven.”
HENRY
CLARK,
Cashier.
the other shattered his knee. His leg was
*#
*Large
discount to those who buyto'
October
28,
1831.
cut off next day by Dr. James Bates, and he
HE subscriber will continue to purchase sell again.
Pride. There is no affection of the mind is likely to do well.
HAY as usual—but wishes for none
s
myx
so much blended in human nature, and
but the first quality.
TAKE NOTICE.
wrought into our very constitution, as pride.
OR
a
Vessel
of
400
tons,
&
one
WILLIAM LORD.
In Brattleboro’ a rogue was lately foiled in
—
It appears under a multitude of disguises, and an attempt on a jeweller’s shop by a fine
of 300—wanted immediately
Kennebunk, Sept. 30, 1831.
HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
breaks out in ten thousand different symp watch dog, who held his peace until the
by GEORGE W. BOURNE,
he has contracted with the town of
toms. Every one feels it in himself, and yet rogue entered the apartment, and then tasted
HENRY KINGSBURY.
SALT.
Kennebunk, for the support of the Poor, for
wonders to see it in his neighbor. Man is a his leg.
Kennebunk-landing, Oct. 28,1831.
QUANTITY of Salt for sale by the sub the present year, and that suitable accommosinful, an ignorant, and a miserable being, and
odations are provided for them at the Poor
scriber.
WM. LORD.
these three reasons why he should not be
House, where they will be properly taken
The first number of a new semi-weekly
Oct. 7,1831.
proud, are, notwithstanding the reasons why
care of.—He therefore forbids all persons har
he is so. To be proud of virtue, is to poison paper, published by Mr. David Hooton, enti
bouring or trusting any of them in any way
tled
the
“
Boston
Mercury
and
People's
Advo

HE
subscriber
offers
for
sale
a
quantity
yourself with the antidote ; to be proud of
or manner on his account or on account of the
cate
”
has
been
received.
of
superfine
knowledge, is to be blind in the light; to be
town, as no debts of their contracting will be:
Howard-Street
Flour.
proud of authority, is to make your rise your
good
assortment
of
Justice
paid.
JAMES WARREN.
WM.
LORD.
The robbery of the barber in Newburyport
downfall. The best way to humble a proud
Kennebunk, Sept, 23,1831.
tf
Blanks for Sale at this Office.
Oct. 22.
is contradicted.
man is to take no notice of him.
Tell tne what hues th’ immortal shore
Can wear, my Bird 1 to thee,
Ere yet one shadow hath passed o’er
Thy glance and spirit free ?
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